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Student,
landlord
file suit

Soviets design
cruise missile

Two law suits have been filed in
Bowling Green Municipal Court over
a landlord's right to place a person in
an apartment without the other tenants'permission.
Ed Carty, owner of Campus Manor
Apartments, has filed a $976 suit in
Bowling Green Municipal Court
against Greg Chadwick, senior biology major, for the amount due under the lease agreement.
Chadwick's former roommate,
Mick Gooding, senior selling and
sales major, has filed a suit against
Carty for $889.52.
Chadwick and Gooding said they
and their roommate were trying to
find a fourth tenant when Carty
placed University student Steve Pennington in the apartment. They said
they had learned in August their
planned roommate for the 1982-83
school year would not be returning to
the University.
"We weren't objecting to a fourth
roommate," Chadwick said. "We're
objecting to who we were put with, the
conditions of which he was put there
in the first place, and the treatment
and lack of respect we got from Carty
after he got his money.'

WASHINGTON (AP) - The Soviet
Union has developed a new, longrange land attack cruise missile
which it may deploy on mobile
launchers as a fresh threat to Western
Europe, U.S. intelligence sources said
yesterday.
The missile, designated by intelligence officials as the SSCX-4, is said
to have a range of nearly 1,900 miles,
more than the American cruiser, the
GLCM, scheduled for deployment in
Europe late this year.
U.S. reconnaissance satellites recently detected what analysts believe
is a possible mobile launcher for the
SSCX-4 at a test center in the Soviet
Union. It was described as a wheeled
tractor-trailer vehicle big enough to
launch four missiles.

CHADWICK HAD paid his security
deposit and a $300 portion of the rent
before moving out of the residence.
He is requesting that Carty be denied
the requested relief and that he pay
the defense costs.
Gooding already had paid his winter semester rent when he moved out
of the apartment in February. He said
he left because of personal conflicts
with Pennington.
Chadwick said he and his former
roommates signed separate leases.
The lease states that the apartment
shall be used by the tenant as a
private residence. He said Carty violated that agreement by allowing
Pennington to move into the apartment.
Carty and his lawyer, Patrick
Crowley of the Marsh and Crowley
law firm, refused to comment on the
case, which will be heard in municipal
court this morning.

BG News photo/Tim Tobln

Clowning around

Ronda Denman. right, sophmore visual communications technology major, and Cindy Lang, sophmore prenursing major, hand out candy to students passing by the Union yesterday as part of Handicapped
Awareness Day.
•

Credit card charged' with popularity
that be has done it many times, but
waitresses do not accept it.
When waitresses tell him his card
It's the perfect card for the unfed "isn't worth anything," Rasmussen
replies, "That's right and neither is
Democrat and fed-up Republican.
And "you can charge all of your Reaganomics.
complaints on it."
"I ve sold a lot of them to waitThe Reaganomics credit card and resses this way," he said.
bumper sticker were designed by
Larry Rasmussen, a 1971 University
graduate in photojournalism, as a
satirical protest against President
Reagan's economic policy.
"It (Reaganomics) has affected
everyone," Rasmussen, who works
for an advertising agency in Cleveland, said.
by Joe Cray
assistant editor

had no idea it would be this taken," he
said. He's sold 3,000 of the cards and
stickers since be started marketing
them in January.
AH of his sales have been through
letters he has received asking for the
product. But the Neiman-Marcus department chain is talking to him

REAGANOMICS

"Having that bite taken out of their
income" has hurt people in the lower
and middle economic levels.
He said he decided to market the
products as a humorous relief to people affected by the economy.
"It's that light humor. It takes the
edge off the sting of the economy," he
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The red, white and blue card reads
"bad in all fifty states," and has a
Jagged bite missing from one side.
According to Rasmussen, people can
The bumper sticker, also missing a
use it to charge all of their com- large "bite," reads "Reaganomics
plaints.
takes a bite out of your income." It's
not selling as well as the credit card,
"YOU CAN go out to a restaurant, but as a whole, Rasmussen said he's
have dinner and then throw it out to doing well with the products.
'•People are ordering 10, SO. 200. I
pay for your meal," he said, addr.ig

about getting the products into their
Christmas catalog.
Many of the letters he receives now
are from people who have bought his
credit cards or bumper stickers but
want more.
.
"ONE LETTER said 'I can't keep

these things,' " Rasmussen said, adding when the man who wrote the letter
shows the card to someone, the person
always wants it so the man orders
more.
The cards are popular with people
who have been hurt by the economy blue- and white-collar workers alike,
he said, and added it was ironic that
these people who are short on money
because of the economy are buying
the product. But it's because they
want relief from their financial problems, he said.
"Even unemployed people are still
buying beer and cigarettes. Even if
you don't have many of life's necessities, you still gotta have those extras. .. the escape," he said.
Rasmussen said he hopes to market
another product, Reaganomics
candy, if he can get investors to
finance it.
The Reaganomics candy,
bittersweet chocolate, "leaves a bitter taste in your mouth" and is "particularly distasteful to unemployed
people" the box for the product will
read.
Rasmussen said he thinks he will
sell a lot of the candy, but added the
printing on the box will caution that
the consumer should use only cash or
check when buying the product
"Reaganomics credit card not accepted," the package will read.
'"That's because the card is absolutely worthless," Rasmussen laughed.

That publication indicated a belief
that the air-launched version will be
carried by older Soviet bombers as
well as the new Blackjack now under
development.
BASED ON available information,
it appears that the reported new Soviet ground-launched SSCX-4 may be
a counterpart to the U.S. GLCM,
although the American weapon has a
somewhat shorter range.
The United States, with the official
backing of the NATO alliance but
opposition from peace groups in Western Europe, plans to deploy 464
GLCMs and 108 Pershing 2 ballistic
missiles in allied countries starting
late this year.

President Reagan, in a retreat from
Intelligence analysts, speaking only his original call for a mutual ban of
on condition that they remain anony- European missiles, recently offered
mous, said the Soviets might be able to cut back on that deployment if the
to move such missiles around rela- Soviets will dismantle a proportionate
tively rapidly over long distances - part of its arsenal. The Soviets have
and that they could bring most key balked at that, saying it still would
targets in Western Europe within leave the West with a huge advantage
their range if they were deployed in because British and French missiles,
Eastern European nations belonging as well as weapons launched from
to the Soviet-led Warsaw Pact
submarines and aircraft, would not be
affected.
The United States and NATO conTHERE WAS no prediction as to
when the new Soviet land attack tend that the deployment of the 572
ground-launched cruise missile might GLCMs and Pershings is essential to
become operational.
counter the threat from SS-20s and
If the U.S. intelligence assessments some older intermediate-range Soviet
prove to be accurate, such new mis- ballistic missiles, SS-4s and SS-Ss,
siles would add to the perceived aimed at Western Europe.
threat to Western Europe represented
CRUISE MISSILES, often likened
by intermediate-range nuclear ballis- to small, pilotless planes, are powtic flpsiles, such as the much-dis- ered by jet engines and generally fly
cuss* SS-20, which carries three at high subsonic speeds. Some are
warheads, has a range of more than designed to fly close to the surface as
3,100 miles and can hit Western Eu- a means of trying to evade radar
rope from well inside the Soviet detection - and perhaps preserve the
Union.
element of surprise. Bui U spotted,
Nothing official on the SSCX-4 has experts say, they can be destroyed in
appeared in Pentagon reports, al- flight.
though the recent Soviet Military
ft takes a cruiser much longer to
Power publication spoke cryptically reach targets than ballistic missiles,
of "development of a series of long- such as the Pershing 2 or SS-20, which
range cruise missiles intended for are rocket-propelled and travel many
ground, air and sea-launch plat- times faster than sound. There is no
forms."
See SOVIETS page 3

NEWS IN BRIEF
WSA sponsors International Week
The World Student Association is sponsoring International Week on campus
to promote cultural exchange between University and community members,
according to Gloria Voysest, WSA president.
Internationa] Week began Tuesday, with "a parade of nations," consisting of!
foreign students carrying flags from their native countries. Journalist and!
lecturer Daniel Burstein discussed the 2,500 American soldiers still missing in
Vietnam, and the possibility of America's involvement in another Southeast
Asian war.
Students discussed culture shock at yesterday's forum. General Telephone
and Electronics executive Ken Barter spoke on the history of telephony and
sound last night.
Tonight, students will receive financial advice on touring Europe from
Canadian college student Gill White, speaking on his 84 cents per day plan.
International week will culminate in a weekend fashion show and an
international soccer tournament, with teams from surrounding colleges.

Ohio unemployment benefits extended
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) - The Ohio Bureau of Employment Services says an
estimated 65,000 to 70,000 unemployed Ohioans who have exhausted unemployment benefits under the federal supplemental compensation program, may be
eligible for up to 10 more weeks of benefits.
Under the recently passed Social Security Act amendments, said OBES
director Roberta Stelnbacher, the supplemental program that was due to end
March 31 was extended to Sept. 30.

Weather
Cloudy today with a chance of scattered showers. High in the low 60s.
Continued cloudy tonight with a low in the mid-30s.
■£ """w"#w"v"w

Celeste announces relief for overcrowded prisons
COLUMBUS (AP) - Faced with
overcrowded prisons and under fire
for triple-celling of inmates, Gov.
Richard Celeste yesterday unveiled
plans to make room for another 3 200
prisoners during the next 18 months.
Celeste outlined a series of steps
aimed at alleviating a problem in
which Ohio's prison, with a stated
capacity of 12,499, are housing 17,795
The governor, noting that the number of prisoners is climbing at the rate
of 100 a month, said he would do all he
could to avoid use of an emergency

early release program for offenders.
"I think we need to be clear about
the expectation when sentencing is
done. I think the people of Ohio have
indicated their support for having
increased prison space rather than
people walking around the streets
who don't belong there," Celeste said.

Columbus Correctional Facility.
• Open 90 additional beds immediately at the Lima State Hospital and
add another 800 to 1,000 beds at the old
forensic facility during the next several months.

• Move up by four months the opening date for the Hocking Correctional
THE GOVERNOR said his adminis- Facility, a recently converted tuberculosis hospital in Nelsonville. The
tration would:
first of what will eventually be 300
• Seek a temporary "modest in- prisoners will arrive there April 18.
• Convert the Orient DevelopmenUl
crease" in the number of beds at the

Center, a mental retardation facility,
into a prison for 1,500 inmates. No
date for the conversion was set, but
Celeste said it wouldn't occur until all
the patients now there are relocated.
CELESTE SAID
tions to the problem
viously authorized
additional facilities
Dayton, Chillicothe
Csonty.

long-term soluinclude the preconstruction of
in Cleveland,
and Franklin

Richard Seiter, director of the rehabilitation and correction department.

said the state has complied with a "When I entered the departmen
federal court order to eliminate 45 about 75 days ago I found there had
triple-inmate cells at the Columbus been very little planning, no inteCorrectional Facility.
grated or coordinated approach to
resolving the problem of overcrowdU.S. District Judge Robert Duncan ing for the long term," Seiter said.
last week gave the state until midnight tonight to discontinue the prac"The construction program waa
tice.
fragmented. What planning had been
done was irresponsible," be said.
Seiter laid blame for the prison
problems on the administration of
Seiter said the administration was
former Gov. James Rhodes, charac- seeking 8175 million more for prisons
terizing as "irresponsible" past plan- in its two-year budget submitted to
ning for expansion.
the General Assembly.
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Reagan harming European relations

OPINION
Vo/. 65

April 7. 1983

At a dinner of the Gridiron Club
March 26 Ronald Reagan donned a
Mexican costume and sang a silly
song. But he really didnt need to go

issue 107
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Campus, city aware
of handicaps needs
The University's observation of Handicapped Awareness
Day yesterday was a step in the right direction for
bringing the concerns of the handicapped to the attention of
non-handicapped persons.
The day's events, sponsored by the Office of Handicapped
Services and Youth for Easter Seals, gave non-handicapped
persons an insight into the lifestyle of the handicapped.
Handicapped awareness has gone even further here on
campus and in the city with the attempt to reduce entrance
barriers to buildings for the handicapped.
Facilities for the handicapped have been neglected too long
and we at the News would like to applaud the University and
the city for their efforts at improving these facilities.
The University recently completed work on an old freight
elevator in University Hall which will make classrooms in
the building accessible to the handicapped.
The newly-renovated elevator is in accordance with Ohio's
guidelines for handicapped facilities and cost $125,000.
Between 1975 and 1982 the University took initial steps in
revamping their facilities for the handicapped by adding
curb cuts, ramps, entrance doors, and modifying restrooms
and drinking fountains.
The City Administration Building is undergoing construction of a $145,000 elevator to provide handicapped residents
access to the building where much of the city's government
business is handled.
The building, which was originally a schoolhouse and later
a district library before becoming the city building, was
constructed without any consideration for the handicapped.
The federal government has made eliminating entrance
barriers for the handicapped a national goal by holding
states who accept federal grants responsible for the reduction of barriers.
The city is also clamping down on persons who park in
handicapped parking spaces by issuing $5 parking violation
tickets.
We support these changes and we encourage an ongoing
commitment to the handicapped for improving the facilities
at the University and the city.

Greed of government
shown with interest tax
Some commentators think it refreshing to see a Republican administration attack the greed of bankers.
So liberals have lined up with Presi

COMMENTARY
by Gary Wills

dent Reagan in support of his plan for
withholding the tax on interest and
dividends. After all, it looks as if this
so-called conservative is reversing
himself. He promised to get government off our backs and promote private investment. Then why does he
want to make banks do the taxing of
investors, siphoning money toward
the government that would otherwise
be part of the private investment
pool?
Hie answer has nothing to do with
principle on Reagan's part. As various presidential aides told Time
magazine late last year, the only way
to get the president to do anything is
to bamboozle him into thinking he is
not doing it. He will only raise taxes if
people can make him think he is not
raising taxes.
That is why, when he saw the big
deficits his defense spending will increase, he was able to raise taxes
after some aides invented hypnotic
phrases and kept repeating them in
his ear. "Revenue enhancement" is
not a tax rise, right? "Users' fees"
are not a tax rise, right? In the same
way, withholding taxes already due is
not a tax rise, right?
Wrong. It does raise taxes, and
shrinks the investment funds that are
already too small in America. The
whole issue of withholding (which
Reagan used to oppose even in the
area of salaries, as opposed to interest and dividends) comes to this: Who
gets the use of the money, today, that
is destined for the government by the

end of the year, or of the quarter?
Not content with collecting an annual or quarterly tax, the government
wants to collect its money week by
week, or month by month, at the
workers' source of funds. Cumulatively this amounts to a double tax - the
worker pays not only the sum due in
the end, but the interest on working
possession of that sum which has been
shifted over to the government.
Those who favor withholding ask: If
the money is due to the government
eventually, why should anyone else
profit by temporary possession of it?
But this neglects a key factor discovered by the Chicago Sun-Times in
its investigation of the impact of withholding on those with small incomes.
Many of these people have more
exemptions that are reflected in their
first, or withholding, schedule. This
means that the government actually
owes them money at the end of the
year, money that some of them do not
realize they can collect, if they go to
the trouble of filing for a return. To
withhold tax on interest will, for these
people, amount to a double overpayment, and one twice as hard to retrieve, since the return must be
requested on both salaries and interest.
Besides, it makes no sense to punish
savings. Japan's high savings rate
reflects, among other things, a tax
system that encourages saving instead of discouraging it. And Japan's
industrial growth reflects the pool of
capital formed this way.
So let us hear less about bankers'
greed and more about the government's greed. And pay no attention to
Ronald Reagan's 1984 terminology:
When he caUs higher taxes by some
other name, they remain higher
taxes.

COMMENTARY
by Joseph Kraft
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that far to prove his showbiz background.
He has made the point far more
emphatically in his approach to arms
control. Mr. Reagan has cast a matter
treated seriously by all other postwar
presidents into the world of makebelieve.
The real world of arms control is
dominated by the Soviet military
buildup of nuclear and conventional
forces that has moved forward relentlessly for the past two decades. A part
of that buildup is the deployment of
some 350 SS-20 intermediate-range
nuclear missiles - many of them
targeted on Western Europe.
The Carter administration made
belated response to the buildup in I960
with an expanded defense program. A
part of that program was a two-track
decision designed to reassure the European allies that the United States
would stand by them even against the
threat of nuclear attack.
One track led to deployment, in five
European countries by the end of this
year, of 572 American cruise and
Penning n nuclear weapons capable
of hitting Russia. The alternate track
was for a thinning out. or even elimination, of all euromissiles, in negotiations between Washington and
Moscow that began in Geneva toward
the end of 1960.

ernments have been pressing the Rea
gan administration to negotiate seriously with the Russians in the Geneva talks on euromissiles. Though
the West German pressure eased
briefly when the Social Democratic
government led by Helmut Schmidt
fell last autumn, it picked up again
when a Christian Democratic regime
under Chacellor Helmut Kohl was
selected on March 6.
A first proposal advanced by the
Reagan administration at the behest
•of Chancellor Schmidt called for a
"zero-zero" solution. The United
States would cancel projected deployment of the Pershing and cruise missiles if the Russians dismantled the
SS-20S. The Soviets refected that as
one-sided, and came back with an
offer to reduce the number of SS-20s to
162 - the number of nuclear weapons
in British and French arsenals.
Though the Soviet proposal, by barring all American nuclear weapons,
was a blatant effort to split the Europeans from this country, it did bold
out hope of reduction in the SS-20
force. So European leaders, Including

the negotiations for making bad blood
between Americans and Europeans.
The Geneva talks on euromissiles, far
from being likely to yield an early
accord, have become a prime theater
for discord.

Chancellor Kohl, began pushing Reagan to offer an "interim solution" that
would yield some reduction in euromissiles Immediately, pending an ultimate deal for their total elimination.
Tuesday, just before a spring recess
in the Geneva talks, the chief American delegate Paul Nitze laid out a new
proposal for an interim solution. The
united States now offers to cut back
the projected deployment of Pershing
and cruise missiles to a level below
571 In return, the Russians would
reduce their SS-SOs to the same level.
Everybody involved, and especially
Mr. Nitze, is persuaded the Russians
will not accept the offer. Apart from
various technical problems, it harbors one radical delect. Thanks to the
president's harsh rhetoric, what
started as an exercise in arms control
has been transformed into an issue of
alliance politics. This country's relations with its prinicpal friends in
Europe have become so delicate that
no offer of cancelations in deployment
of Pershing and cruise missies can
seriously tempt the Russians. Moscow has a far greater incentive to use

So the Russians will continue their
buildup. The United States will continue its buildup. The buildups will not
affect the strategic balance, which is
pretty stable. They are merely the
price that has to be paid for electing a
showbiz president who follows a
make-believe arms control policy.
In the long run, Mr. Reagan may
come to understand that his outlandish ideas frighten his friends more
than his foes. The Russians may come
to realize that trying to split this
country from its European allies is
essentially a mug's game. At that
point, and only then, an agreement
will be possible.
Joseph Kraft is a columnist for the
Los Angeles Times Syndicate.
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The Reagan administration came to
office making loud noises about a
much bigger buildup. Many of its
leaders poured scorn on arms control
and spoke of easing tensions with the
Russians as a trap. The president
talked of putting communism on "the
ash neap of history." He embraced
practically every far-out weapons
system ever imagined - including,
most recently, an atmospheric defense against ballistic missiles.
The European allies have been
nearly as terrified by the Reagan
rhetoric as by the Soviet buildup.
Harsh talk in this country has imparted new life, especially in West
Germany, to a peace movement. In
response to the movement, allied gov-

LETTERS
losing ground fast (quickly).

Reader presents facts
Don't let anyone fool you: this Is not
of 'Rock Music Close-up' the mere evolution (or devolution
In response to the BGNews Opinion
concerning BGSU Bible Studies and
the promotion of "Rock Music Closeup, I would like to present some
facts. As campus advisor of the 3GSU
Bible Studies, I personally read 350
comment cards after the Saturday
and Monday night showings. As l
recall, only one person mentioned
anything about false advertising.
Clearly, most people who attended
responded favorably and almost all
were grateful. The comments I received revealed the fact that those
attending felt more informed about
rock MWMtM and their music.
As to the advertising, we normally
list our sponsorship on all our advertising and literature. However, the
"Rock Music Close-up" posters were
pre-printed for use on several campuses in Ohio and Michigan. We considered nandwriting the sponsorship
on the posters, but due to the amount
of posters and need to post them in
time, this was not possible. If this was
misleading, we apologize. However,
there was definitely no deliberate
attempt to "deceive* or "trick" anyone. In fact, early in the presentation,
the speaker announced that the information was from a Christian perspective and provided time for anyone not
interested to leave.
It would have been better If the BG
News had contacted BGSU Bible
Studies to get all the facts before
printing the Opinion.
Ken Young
Cimput Advisor
BQSU Bible StudlM

rather) of the English language. This
is a full scale, all out, below the belt,
not-to-be-confused-with-a-rather-innocuous-type-thing attack on our
friend the adverb, that helpless and
much-maligned modifier. God forbid
that I should try to drag you into the
battle, but, what the hell, won't you
please Join the fight? (I mean for the
6ood guys of course.) There's lots to
e done, and no time to spare. Here's
our plan:

New wave music article
shows reporter's bias
Thanks for the objective article on
abolishing new wave. Carpenter
brought up some good points when he
spoke out for the sound of' 'screaming
guitars and straining voices" as opposed to the sound of new wave. More
people should consider listening to the
profound lyrics of "Stroke Me Stroke
Me" over new music with social relevance.

•Abolishing New Wave' is a fine
article, Mr. Carpenter. But something
must have gone wrong in layout because it wasn't on the editorial page
where it belonged. Why don't you try
again, but this time name it' Abolishing Music Ignoranrce.'
Trlsh Clo«ry
204 Prout

Screaming guitar music
may make reader sick

"Abolishing new wave." This was
1) Know the enemy: Blond, brown,
Carpenter says that "everything the title of an article appearing in the
red, or green hair (what with the new about new wave is a gimmick/' He's March 25 BG News. The author spoke
"punk" styles); eyes of any color; right. It's silly to watch musicians of his preference for "long-hairea 70slarge nose.
with "haircuts that look like electro- type music with screaming guitars."
cuted ferrets" when you can see guys Several friends and I created a list of
2) Know the friend: modifies verbs, with long hair bite off bat heads
adjectives, or other adverbs; fre- instead.
songs that we just love to hate. Please
quently ends in "ly"; unarmed.
forgive me if your favorite didn't
Unfortunately though, your re- make the list, there were MANY
S) "Use" and "Abuse" formula: porter is too humble. He claims that entries. In fact, if I hear "Cat Scratch
harass friends, relatives, door-to-door he Is not open minded, but his article Fever," "Back in Black," "Slowsalesmen, etc.. If found violating our proves the opposite. Anybody who can ride," "Stairway to Heaven," "Ironlittle buddy. Don't let them say, in Sthe Clash, Pretenders and Devo in man," "Katemando," "Taken Care of
response to your "How're ya doin',"
same category as The Micro- Business," "Ridin' the Storm Out,"
the word "good." They may be doin' waves and the L. A. Nuns has got to be "Rock and Roll Hoochy-koo," "Fllrwell, but they ain't doin'good (unless open minded. I'd like to praise this tin' with Disaster," or "Freebird"
they're doin' good deeds or some- clever reporter some more, but I want one more time, I'm gonna puke.
thing, but that's another story).
to finish this letter so I'll have time to
listen to heavy metal albums like The
William Hylsnd
On the "Use" side, employ the little Partridge Family and AC/DC.
OCMB 2530
Eaa often as possible, not forgetto brownnose your professors
adverbs and adverbial clauses,
so as to enlist them subliminally in the
fight: "Gosh professor, you certainly
have a way of manifestly improving
The BG News Is Interested in finding several people who would be
and significantly enhancing the store
interested in writing a weekly column for the editorial page beginning
and substance of this student's
Fall semester. Subject matters would entail discussion and reaction to
mindset." to which she or he replies,
campus, local, state or national events. Any University students, faculty
"UndoubUbly."
members, administrators, staff or local residents are welcome to submit
i of their work to:

COLUMNISTS WANTED

Andy Long

OCMB 3189

The adverb faces danger

of being 'squashed' out

An insidious plot has been hatched
in America editorperson, and the time
Gary Wills la a columnist for the is ripe for its full disclosure, in this
forum, before our enlightened and
Universal Press Syndicate.
highly educated University community. If you're among those who
haven't heard, bold your breath and
THE BO NEWS
heed these words: someone (or a
group of someones) is out to destroy,
tailor
Julia Thornton
Copy Editor
VIoVl Halnhort
by whatever means necessary, the
Monogtng Editor
Erin Eimont
AMI. Copy Editor
Dabbla Schmoe*
adverb. Yes, it's true: an evil force
AMI Monoglng Editor. Carolyn Von Schalk
Am. Copy Editor
Kilo Faranac
(probably from another planet) which
Now* Editor
Koron Sondttrom
Sports Editor
K.irh WoMtar
has almost complete control of the
Awt. Editor
JoMph Gray
AMI. Sporti Editor
Tom Hlsak
populace is lurking, squashing out
Musk Editor
Fall Millar
Graphics Editor
Jarry Cottonoo
adverbs wherever they live. Its tools
Faotura Editor
Scott Csrpantar
Chlof Photogrophar
retries. Sondor
are neglect, disinterest, and an alSanlor Solas Rap
Joonno TKomot
Production Suparvlsor
Hobart A. Walch
most fanatical devotion*) the adjective (my apologies to Monty Python),
IS. SO Nn « M>M fc"T '«••*•
«a> man *»»• *• •
•.* *-"-, *» .
and despite recent subversive atSr "» SM* W M« Pl*14<mr» •• SWknf o
OaWsw ■■»>»■■■■' by csbmMsh as *— MraMortly rsHsct Ifca opMMom at Th» IC Nt-i
tempts by persons such as myself to
rally to the aid of the adverb, we're

The BGNews
m Uarversity Hall
The deadline for entries will be April 22. Please include name and phone
number on samples.

Jasper
"IT'S feSS AT U)PUN,
AND HOE'S WWIO GATES
AND8REA0 RJRAUYou SLEEPYHEADS
THIS MORNING..."

by Bates and Moore
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Day awakens people

Handicapped have abilities
by Jane Schwari
reporter

Handicapped people
have abilities, not disabilities, according to Mimi
Davies, president of Youth
for Easter Seals.
As part Of Ha
Awareness Day yesterday,
Cheryl Schmidt, graduate
student in deaf education,
talked aboet the history of
hand signing and taught
the alphabet and some basic words ia sign language.
She said it is important
to maintain eye contact,
facial expressions and special organization when
signing.
"Eye contact is very important because the person
may lip Head or speech
read. Talk clearly ana naturally and be sure to gesture normally," she said,
adding, "Most everyone
gestures when they tab."
For example, if you talk

BG Mews photo/Tim Tobln

Silent language

Cheryl Schmidt, graduate assistant in the Department of Special Education, gave a sign language
demonstration vesterd, y on the second floor of the Union as part of Handicapped Awareness Day.

SOVIETSviet Leader Yuri Andropov
. . .from page one

effective way, for now, to
stop a ballistic missile,
even though its flight is
more easily detected.
Last December, Pentagon officials noted that So-

warned that his country
would "match the United
States development for development."
This warning was, in effect, echoed yesterday by
Marshal Viktor Kulikov.

commander-in-chief of the
Warsaw Pact, in a Soviet
military newspaper article.
Kulikov said the Soviets
would have a "reliable
counter-balance" to whatever new weapons the

United States and NATO
should develop and that the
Warsaw Pact will "spare
neither efforts nor means"
to prevent any U.S.-directed effort toward
achieving Western military superiority.
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SCHMIDT USED a
friend's name as an example. The friend's first name
begins with the letter J and
she likes to sew. Therefore,
her first name is signed the
letter J and gestures of a
needle being pulled
through fabric.
Schmidt, whose parents
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THURSDAYS

1 Bedroojm Furnished
and Unfurnished

ALL DAY - ALL NITE
50< TACOS

From $\75.00/imonth & electric

Efficiencies Furnished
and Unfurnished
From $150.00 /month
Call us at 352-0717

* M.V.P.

All masculine words are
gestured from the forehead area, she said. This
originated during the days
when men wore hats. The
sign is initiated where the
hat brim would be,
Schmidt said.
Feminine words are gestured from the area where

Feelings are signed
around the heart area, and
mental words come from
the head area, Schmidt
added.
Signs are often in the
shape of the word, and can
be described as large or
small by the size of the
sign, Schmidt said.
Names are not spelled
ACCORDING TO out, but the first letter is
Schmidt, many concepts of used and then a sign is
sign language are based on made for the rest, Schmidt
said.
this idea.

SUB ME QUICK

Greenbriar North
i

their bonnet ribbons would
be, or in the chin area, she
said.

DiBenedetto's
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about two people, one person would be gestured on
the left side of your body,
and the other person on the
right,
Schmidt said.
Y
'If talking about a specific person, or town, you
use a certain spacial
area," she said.
"It is very important not
to interchange the areas,
or the person you are talking to will be confused,"
she added.
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Fox, who is deaf, is a
registered nurse at the
Medical College of Ohio
She spoke about adaptation to the work setting.
Paintings and drawings
by handicapped people
were also on display. Other
presentations included
braille typing, and a booth
to test the senses, Davies
said.
"It's just a day set aside
to try to make people more
aware of the handicapped," Davies said.
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are deaf, has been signing
since she was a child.
Other presentations included a speech by Julie
Fox.
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Midwest Intercollegiate Volleyball Association

EN'S
VOLLEYBALL
Championship
Anderson Arena
Saturday, April 9,1983
j

*150 in advance
*2.00 Jay of show

Qualifying Tournament 10:00 am- 3:00 pm
hampionship Playoffs 5:00 pm

Tickets on sale in
residence halls April 5-8

Free Admission
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FBI agent concerned about USSR spies
CLEVELAND (AP) The Soviet Union cannot
keep up with American
technology, and that is
making foreign espionage
a top concern of the FBI.
the agent in charge of
northern Ohio says.
"Many corporations in
northeast Ohio are conducting high-technology
work ofinterest to the Soviets," agent Joseph Griffin
said. "The Soviets are confronted with a problem they can't keep up with our
technology. So they steal
it."

Corporations and laboratories in northeast Ohio
are on the KGB's list of
espionage targets, Griffin
said.
Among those companies
with defense interests are
Akron's Goodyear AeroEce, which helps build
guidance system for
the cruise missile; Euclid's TRW Inc., which designs and manufactures
spacecraft and parts of the
MX missile; Canton's Timken Co., which perfects
space-age metals, and
Cleveland's Gould Inc.,

which builds torpedoes.
Griffin said the KGB has
intercepted telephone
calls, hidden agents In the
area's largest eastern European communities and
bypassed trade barriers by
snipping high-technology
products through middlemen.
THE FBI has begun distributing a new booklet,
"The unseen Conflict Foreign Espionage Operations Against the United
States," in which the
agency outlines its posi-

tion.
"Increasingly, advanced
U.S. technologies, much of
which is barred from export to the Soviet Union
and Soviet Bloc countries,
has become a major intelligence target," the FBI
said.
The scientific community, however, has some
problems with the agency's hard-line approach.
Frank Kelley, director of
the University of Akron's
Polymer Science Institute,
said the "scientific community thrives on open-

ness."
The institute hosts 20 to
30 visiting scientists from
around the world, including Communist bloc nations, who share ideas with
the Akron researchers,
Kelley said.

working under Griffin,
said in a recent publication
of the Canton Joint Engineering Council the Soviets
don't have to match U.S.
spending on high-technology research if they can
steal technology.

At Senate hearings on
the Soviet threat last year,
U.S. universities were
called' 'the best technology
transfer organization in
the world."

"Vigilance and security
are the responsibilities of
all Americans if the precious gift of freedom 6 to
remain the birthright of
our children," Martin
wrote in the annual National Engineers Week issue.

Thomas Martin, a counterintelligence officer

Police abandon search, residents voice relief
Forbush and residents of
CLEVELAND (AP) - Police yesterday abandoned five other nearby homes
a 10-day search for a bur- evacuated the area for a
ied container of nitroglyce- few hours yesterday mornrin, and residents in the ing, as police detonated
neighborhood near the sus- explosives to try set off an
pected site voiced their unseen nitroglycerin container in the ground.
relief.
Police began a search
The search began when
an FBI informant said a March 28 and dug in an
container of 20 ounces of area 34 feet by S3 feet,
the volatile substance was detective Robert Bolton
buried 10 years ago in the said. Police dug to a depth
shoreline property of Ever- of 4 feet, but failed to find
ett Forbush, whose house any nitroglycerin.
A police tactical squad
is nearby.

used "a binary explosive
mixture," or a mix of two
chemicals which make an
explosion, to try and detect
a second detonation.
Police Sgt. Patrick Reynolds said there was no
secondary explosion, and
city workers began taking
out sandbags and plyboards used in the detonations and began
replacing the turf.
ONE ELDERLY resident who witnessed the

PHOTO CONTEST
DEADLINE
Friday, April 8

Turn your photos in now to
appear in next year's Day-by-Day
Calendar. No limit - call 2-2343
for more information.

tests said, "It just sounded
like a shotgun going off."
"We feel we ve secured
the area," Bolton said.
A police officer, who
asked not to be identified,
said, "We went digging as
far as you can dig. It
doesn't mean it isn't there,
but if it can take these
explosives, then it can take
a tractor riding over it or
kids playing ball."
Forbush returned to his
home after most of the
police had left his property
and he said he was happy
the search is over.

"I never was really worried about it," he said.
"My wife was more worried than I was."
He said he mows the long
strip of grassy shore once a
week during warm
months, and he said it had
never crossed his mind
that he might have been
driving his mower over an
explosive.
"Now they're supposed
to put it back in the same
shape as it was in origi
nally," he said. 'If they do.
that, I'll be satisfied."
Concern spread wider

than just the six closest
homes that evacuated at
police request.
Hilde Novak, who lives
about half a block from the
search site, said she and
her neighbors were concerned with a police
statement that an explosion of 20 ounces of nitroglycerin could wipe out a
city block.
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Schwadron has won this year's Charles M. Schuh
Award, The Scripps-Howard Foundation said yesterTbe award, named for the creator of the "Peanuts"
comic strip, was established in IMP to help further the
careers of promising cartoonists. It includes a $2,000
cash prize.
Schwadron, 40, works for the University of Michigan
Information Services. His cartoon panels have appeared in several major magazines.

State
to license dealers
PHOENIX, Ariz. (AP) - A state House panel has

voted to license and tax drug dealers, but having a tax
stamp won't buy protection from police.
The bill, passed unanimously Tuesday by the House
Ways and Means Committee, would require anyone
dealing in marijuana or controlled substances to buy a
$100 license from the Department of Revenue and pay
luxury taxes of $10 to $125 per ounce on drugs in their
To keep the law from being thrown out as an
unconstitutional violation of the right against selfincrimination, the tax men would be barred from
turning over information about license-holders to
police. But the license would not prevent officers from
using current laws to arrest those caught with drugs.
And anyone - dealer or not - caught with drugs
lacking tax stamps would be automatically liable for
the back taxes.
A110 tax stamp for each ounce of marijuana could
raise $9.9 million a year, according to Department of
Public Safety estimates based on last year's confiscations.
w.W!.;.v.!.;.!w.ww.:.^^

Unemployed workers Hope to
get jobs back, re-open factory
MANCHESTER, Ohio
(AP) - A new group is
hoping to reopen the Hercules Trouser Co., once one
of the biggest employers in
Adams County, to help offset the county's 30.4 percent unemployment rate Ohio's highest.
The pants factory shut
down hurt year, but a group
of former employees is trying
to buy the firm.
T
'We're lust about at the
end of the string," William
"Butch" Woolard, a councilman who has spearheaded the drive to reopen
the Hercules plant, said.
Woolard did not work at
Hercules, but most of the
hopeful buyers are among

The Escort Service

the 125 people who lost
their jobs when the plant
was closed.
cio
The employee-owned
corporation, called Manchester Manufacturers
Inc., hopes to come up with
about $100,000 in local equity toward a reopening.
Officials figure it will take
about $670,000 more, and
they're having trouble
finding a bank that will
take the risk.
"We've proved on paper
our plan will work," Woolard said. "But all we've
got is a factory on paper."
IF A BANK loan for
something like $385,000 can
be secured, the Ohio De-

partment of Development
is ready to kick in the rest
of the money, up to
$300,000.
"we're committed to
helping in any way we possibly can," Cathy Ferrari,
a spokeswoman for the
state development office,
said. "Even though it's
risky, we think the benefits
far outweigh the risks.
We're very encouraged
that something can be
worked out"
Woolard says the former
Hercules employees would
work for minimum wage
and no fringe benefits to
help get the plant back on
its feet.

The Bowling Green State University
Board of Student Publications
is now accepting applications for

372-0360

OFFICE HOURS
•Close to campus, bonks and fast food
..
Mon Fn
•Dependable maintenance
"
*"*
•ALL heat, water and trash pick-up paid for.
Tenant pays electric only
PHONE
•Summer rates available
RENTAL OFFICE LOCATED IN AMHERST VILLAGE
BEHIND WENDY'S.

n A GLANCE
Cartoonist
wins award
CINCINNATI (AP) - Freelance cartoonist Harley
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Evenings:
Monday-Thursday
Dusk to Midnight

SUMMER EDITOR
of

Sponsored by The Commuter
Off Campus Organization

Applications available: 106 University Hall
DEADLINE: Wed., April 20, 1983, 5 p.m.
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American Heart
Association
•

Need some quiet time to study?
Feeling cooped up?
Tired of the commuting hassle?

Vienna Choir Boys
Oclctw 25.1W3

if vou answered yes to any of these questions,
vou II want to cneck-in to Best Western Falcon
Plaza s ABC Plan for Sunday night savings on motel
rooms me ABC Plan includes all this for only
$19.95:

Murray Perahia pianist
November 17.1983

New World String
ing Quart
Quartet
FStjfuafyttl

Philip Jones Brass Ensemble

AprtHWS*

A

Afternoon checkout

D

Breakfast on us at our restaurant

C

Complimentary coffee — available 24 hours

ALL FOR $19.95*
SUNDAY NIGHTS ONLY — SINGLE OCCUPANCY
To qualify for speci.il room rate vou must i)respnt .1 v.llifl
BGSU Student 10
Additional person - 55 00

THE BEST DEAL IN TOWN
Graduate Student* and Faculty
825 Third Street: Nicely arranged one bedroom
apartments for fall. Rents start at $260 per month
including heat and hot water. A quiet place maintained exclusively for graduate students, faculty,
and very mature undergraduates.

Undergraduates
841 Eighth Street: Only one apartment left for
fall. Two bedrooms from $230 per month.
Unequivocally, the best deal in town for students.

Faculty and Staff
Manville Manor: 755 Manville. $290 per month.
Four months free rent. 12 month lease only.
Unquestionably the best apartment value in B.G.
Two bedrooms; bath and one-half. The new
Manville Manor is worth looking at.

Make ua an affar far your
auiinnar apartmantWe're open from 11:00 to 7:00 Weekdays and from
10:00 to 5:00 Saturdays. Sunday by appointment
Call Jon Mossey at 354-3951 or 352-2791.
Stop by our model at 756 Manville!

BEST WESTERN
f Sonrman Krai llslatr ( <im|»an\ \
V
KKUhl l( M.I .\ M\N Vt.1 Ml
L

Pieserrted by the Cc#ege of Musical Art* BGSU
Students subscribe now to the Festival Series and save up to 46% over
single ticket prices I
See your registration packet for further Information or phone 372-2181

Located across from Harshman Dorm on wooster street idi9i 352-4671

354-3951
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Nicaraguan troops
try to liberate' zone
MANAGUA, Nicaragua
(AP) - The leftist Nicaraguan government's troops
battled rebels yesterday in
northeastern Zelaya province trying to create a "liberated" zone there,
government military
sources reported.
The sources, who asked
not to be identified for security reasons, said fighting also intensified below
the other end of the Honduran border, in the northwestern provinces of
Nueva Segovia, Jinotega
and Matagalpa.
The Sandinista army
killed 23 guerrillas who
were trying to reach a gold
mine in Zelaya, the Defense Ministry said.
A rebel broadcast said
anti-Sandinista Indians
killed 30 government soldiers and wounded 10. It
also said four air force
planes bombed Indian
communities all day Tuesday in Zelaya province, on
the east coast, and killed
"dozens of women, old people and children."
One government source
said, ''Our army is centering its operations in Zelaya, because the rebels
are trying to take an area

and declare it liberated
territory that could be supplied from Honduras."
THE SOURCES would
not say how many government troops were in the
area. Defense Minister
Humberto Ortega said earlier that ISO anti-Sandinista exiles were headed
toward the region after
crossing the border from
Honduras.
A Defense Ministry communique said the 23 rebels
killed were part of an "invading force" that traveled by river to within 11
miles of the Bonanza gold
mine, 270 miles northeast
of Managua. It said nothing about army casualties.
The rebel radio station
said fighting continued
yesterday in the areas of
the Bonanza mine as well
as the nearby Siuna and La
Rosita mines.
The government said the
deaths raised the total in
two months of fighting to
450 guerrillas and 72 government soldiers. Its estimates of rebel strength
range from 1,200 to 5,000.
The rebels, from the
Honduras-based Nicara-

C inique:

nracy's

gua Democratic Force, include former members of
the late dictator Anastasio
Somoza's national guard,
disenchanted supporters of
the Sandinista revolution
that ousted him in 1979.
and Miskito, Sumo and
Rama Indians driven from
their east coast villages by
the Sandinista government.
IN THE northwest, the
military sources reported,
about 2,000 troops supported by reserves and militiamen were pursuing
exile-guerrillas from Honduras in the mountains
near Quilali, in Nueva Segovia 115 miles norm of
Managua, and Wiwili, on
the Nueva Segovia-Jinotega border 105 miles north
of the capital.
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Your skin's best friend: Clinique! Women believe in Clinique because K works.
.Come in for a complimentary skin analysis with our trained consultants.

"The army is fighting
heavily against a sizable
task force in those two
provinces," one source
said. "Another counterrevolutionary task force of
about 400 men is being
pursued by our army in the
mountains near Rancno
Grande in Matagalpa province, 133 miles north of
Managua."

CLINIQUE
consultation:

GOOD LUCK BETA TEAMS!

You end CMqu* ehoutd meet. Come in for a
consultation with one of our expert Clinique
consultants. She has the famous Clinique
Computer at her fingertips to give you
a skin analysis in thirty seconds
Your answers to ns eighi questions
tell you your skin type and its
true needs No appointment, no
tee. iust the famous
Clinique effeoency
Cosm4t.cs 106221

Final Clearances On
BLOUSES & All LEE CORDS
Guys N' Gals
St. Legs & Baggies

10-50% off

25% Off
Painter Pants
REG. $16.50

NOW $9.95

LADIES
Cotton Knit

TOPS

O'tfOW *M*«

"W6 mmis

MS. LEE DENIM
St Legs
REG. $27.00

NOW $22.95

-*. *

Asst. Colors & Stripes REG $14.95
NOW $11.95

JEANS N' THINGS
tor Guys IN' Gals

531 Ridge St.

JOSTENFS

White Lustrium
$
RINGS 250ff

makeup:
Now your skin is ready for skincaring Clinique makeup •'■*e an of C "Que a'e a e-tiv 'osien
ana tOO* o ''ag'ance '*oo
Balanced Ma«ei.n Bav 8.50

Cooii- Rut Radar*
Deeu B:usn 6.50
Youno Face Pov-de-B■ .v'i ■ 8.50
Youno. Facp (
7.50
LuPr-'r 6.50

G"ii ■

- 7.50

deansirjg:

See your Josten's Representative

After your computer anah/M. your
<
Chmque consujtani wtf help youi
select the Skin Care System thai is
formulated for our skm type A
3«tep 3-minulb regtmmeto cleanse
clarify and men Junze morning and
nrjhl

Superb Facial Soap 8.50
OarVng Lofon t 2 c 3
60/ 7.80; !2oz 12.50
OamaicaHy Otie'eni Mostu'tf-ng
Loton 2o? 8.50; io: 14.50

DATE: Wednesday & Thursday, April 6 & 7
TIME: 10:00 - 4:00
PLACE: University Bookstore
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
STUDENT SERVICES BUILDING
Hours: Monday - Friday, 1:00 - 5.-O0
StiurdMy. 9:00 - 5:00

Hours:
Mon. thru Fri.
Sat.
Sun.

9:45 to 9
9:45 to 5:30
Noon to 5*

macys
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Memorabilia Center holds history
by 8bmrl Brockcr
reporter

It sits quietly behind
Kohl Hall. University students may pass it several

times a day and never
think about it. Inside, it
holds over 100 years of
history.
"It'r is a little red brick
schoolhouse, the Educatio-

nal Memorabilia Center.
The one-time district
number six school now
houses artifacts and anecdotes of years of educational history, Marilyn
Braatz, publications specialist for the College of
Education, said.
Originally, the building
stood east of Norwalk,
Ohio, and was used from
1875 to 1938 by students of
that area, Braatz said. In
1969, the Frank Under
family, on whose property
the schoolhouse stood, donated it to the University to
house the growing collection of educational artifacts the College of
Education owned.
A problem prohibited the
building from being moved
to campus until 1975,
Braatz added. At that time
Dr. Daniel Heisler, associate professor of education, and his three sons,
dismantled the structure
brick by brick. The school
looks as it originally did
with the exception of new
windows and a new wooden
floor.

Rush Delta Tau Delta
Tonight
Meet the Delts
Tonight at the
IFC Rush in the
Student Services
Building
7:30 - 9:30

LSAT-GMAT
Introductory Seminar

THE SCHOOLHOUSE
contains over 1,500 original
collectibles. Many of these
artifacts were used by the
district number six school.
A dunce stool, an American flag with 38 stars and
stripes, and bootstraps are
on display.
According to Braatz, the
school bell was stolen
while plans were being
made to move the schoolhouse to its present location.
"The Univerisy bought a
new one (bell) in the meantime," she said. "After the
building was reconstructed, someone from
Norwalk called and said if
we didn't ask any questions, he could tell us
where the original bell
was. We agreed and found
the bell in someone's
flower garden being used
as a decoration."
THE DATE plate which
hangs above the door was,
at one time, a tombstone.
It Is thought to have been
stolen from the Jas North-

rup gravesite and later
found in a river.
Today the Memorabilia
Center is used as a mini
museum with tours given
on weekends, Dr. David
Elsass, director of the facility said. Tours are conducted by University
students who have been
thoroughly briefed on the
history of the schoolhouse.
Visitors to the center can
learn about the average
day in the one-room schoolbouse.
Children did their lessons on slate tablets. Boys
were in stiff competition
with each other to go out to
the well to get the day's
supply of water.
The teacher's life was
also much different The
administration was extremely strict when it
came to the teacher's social life. Teachers were not
allowed in downtown ice
cream stores, and were to
put part of their pay aside
so that they would not be a
burden on society during
later life.

Hear attorneys and business professionals
discuss the current LSAT — GMAT. Also,
a diagnostic test will be administered and
discussed.

i

Date.

BG Mews photo/Tim Tobln
Many old artifacts can be seen In the Education Memorabilia Center, Including
a one hundred year old globe that rests on this desk located In the center. The
center is open from 2 p.m. until 5 p.m. on Saturdays and Sundays.

TUESDAY, APRIL 12, 1983

Time:

(313) 261-LSAT
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Myles' Pizza Pub
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Expires 4/12/83 j
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BGSU'S MOST EXCITING NIGHT SPOT ISN'T
IN BOWLING GREEN
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Saturday, April 9
Sidedoor, Union
8:00-ll:00pm
$1.50
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THOSE
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Chris Reynolds and John Husbands
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Colors: Red, light blue, lavender,
THE OUTPOST
brown, tan, pink, white, navy, khaki.
WESTER! STORE
Expires Apr 6f 983
corner of Clough & Main
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ENTERTAINMENT
PRESENTS

FREE Sixpack of SPRITE with any 14"

X

From $14.99
$2. °° off any pair moccasins

SIDEDOOR

Delivery ONLY
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POUNDER NIGHT
EVERY THURSDAY BUTTONS BUS
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8:30,9:30,10:30....
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874-2254

SUMMER
STUDENT
EMPLOYMENT
Applications are now being taken
for Summer Employment with
BGSU Food Operations. If
interested in conference
employment, apply in person
at McDonald Dining Hall office
between 1:30 and 3:30pm
daily. If interested in University
Union Summer Employment, appl\J
in person at Union Food Service
Office, 2nd Floor, between the
hours of 1:00 and 3:00pm Mondavi
through Friday.
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Health Center provides cold clinic
by Carol Cross

reporter
I felt awful. My throat
hurt, my head ached, I was
having chills and I was all
"You nave a cold, just
get in bed," a friend said.
You might have strep
throat; you better go see a
doctor, another one said.
Another friend had a better idea. "Go to the Health
Center's cold clinic and
find out what's wrong."
I had forgotten about the
Health Services' new selfhelp cold clinic. It would
save me the hassle of seeSa doctor if I just had a
d, but at least I would
make sure I was not dying
of something.
I went to the Health Center, signed in, and within 10
minutes I was sitting at a
small table with a ther-

mometer in my mouth,
surrounded by written information, diagrams and
photos. With the help of
these, I guided myself
through this "self-help
module."
To my left was station
number 1, "What's
wrong?" This gave a general description of a cold,
the "flu" and a sore throat.
I was warned that cold
symptons usually last from
seven to 14 days, and the
flu symptoms from three
to 10 days. My sore throat
could be caused by irritation, due to dry air; overuse (talking); upper
respiratory drainage; an
infection from a virus or
bacteria (often strep); or
tonsillitis.
THESE INFECTIONS
are usually accompanied
by a fever over 100 degrees. So to find out if I had

a fever and infection, I had lighted mirror, use a
to read the thermometer, toungue depressor, say
which I have always found "Ahfih" and look at your
hard to do.
throat The instructions
That was the subject of told me to look for an infecstation number 2, "How to tion, white dots, swelling
take your temperature." and a discharge. There is
With the help ofthe written even a photo of an infected
instructions and two di- throat. My throat did not
agrams, I managed to find look like the photo, so I
out my temperature was 99 guessed I was safe.
fell, it was time for station number 3, "Is it a
cold?" This information
sheet listed the usual signs
of a cold - sneezing, watery
eyes, a temperature under
100 degrees, a mild headache and a scratchy, Irritated throat. This
described me pretty well
but I was still worried
about my throat; I kept
thinking about strep.
So, on to station number
4, "Sore Throat?" The first
step here is to examine
your throat. You flip on the

THE INSTRUCTIONS
tell how to check to see if
the lymph nodes in the
neck and under the jaw are
swollen, another sign of
infection, and they list
symptoms that indicate
the patient should see one
of the Health Services' clinicians. These include a
fever over 101 degrees, a
stiff and swollen neck or an
earache.
You also can fill out a
form to have a throat culture done if you think you
have strep or tonsillitis.

The stoic patient is warned
that if strep is left untreated, it may lead to
rheumatic fever, which in
turn permanently could
damage the valves of the
heart.

but the treatment sheet
explains how you can
make yourself feel better.
This includes rest, eating
right, drinking lots of fluids and gargling to relieve
a sore throat. There is an
information sheet available for the patient to take
home that describes these
treatments and various
over-the-counter medicines that might help.

Station number 5 dealt
with the flu. It explains
that a person with the flu
must be taken care of so no
complications arise. It also
lists some symptoms that
indicate the patient should
see a clinician. There is a
treatment sheet that gives
some tips on making the
patient as comfortable as
possible, what to eat, how
much to rest, etc.
Well, it looked like I had
the simple, common cold,
so I moved to station number 6 which explains the
treatment for the cold. Of
course, there are no medicines or cures for the cold,

The Health Services
pharmacist now sells these
over-the-counter drugs, so,
loaded up with aspirin,
throat lozenges and antihistamines, I headed
home. I did not feel any
better yet, but I knew what
was wrong and I had not
wasted time seeing a doctor to be told I had a cold,
so I felt pretty good about
that. And the cold clinic is
free, so I felt really good
about that, too.

Astronauts rehearse for walk' in space
CAPE CANAVERAL, "now the old TDRS is
Fla. (AP) - Now comes the doing." TDRS stands for
fun part of Challenger's Tracking and Data Relay
first flight: a 3^-hour ex- Satellite.
cursion into the open cargo
"Everything is posibay yesterday during tive," Roy Bridges in
which two astronauts may Houston said. "All the
"kind of hop straight up'' TDRS experts think they
to see what's flapping loose have a good bird. The
on the ship's tail.
whole plan will require 10
So eager was mission days to two weeks to comspecialist Story Musgrave plete. .. We won't know
to get on with the dress the end of the story until
rehearsal for the walk hell you guys get back.''
take with Don Peterson
Weitz said: "That
that he began checking out sounds super."
their space suits 5"6 hours
ahead of schedule.
ALSO, IN midafternoon,
At White Sands, N.M., Weitz asked to talk with a
meanwhile, engineers doctor on the ground. It
firmed up plans to correct was the first such request
the orbit of the huge com- of the flight. There was no
munications satellite that indication of which astrowent astray after being . naut wanted the conferejected from Challenger ence or why. Under new
Monday. They ran into rules adopted by NASA,
trouble with the errant sa- details of such conferences
tellite again - and got out will be made public only if
of it, again.
it has an effect on the misPaul! Weitz. the Chal- sion.
lenger's commander,
Challenger, of course,
asked Mission Control has a doctor on board in

Musgrave, a surgeon.
The astronauts' practice
session involved putting on
the bulky space suits and
pressurizing the airlock everything short of actually leaving the spaceship.
The purpose is to pinpoint any problems in advance. On the last flight of
Columbia problems with
both space suits were discovered hours before the
astronauts were to make
their space walk. The exercise was canceled.

Stone was asked yesterday
whether Musgrave and Peterson had plans to float
out of the cargo bay to
inspect loose nylon
material near Challenger's
orbital engines that was
noticed by the astronauts
after launch.
"I suspect, knowing the
crew, their enthusiasm for
doing things, if we give
them the opportunity,
they'll go back and take a
picture of it," Stone said.
'•I don't think it means
climbing out." He said he

isn't involved in the planning but suspects they will,
"on their long tether just
kind of hop straight up and
take a picture of it."
A NASA spokesman said
no firm decision had been
made on whether Musgrave and Peterson will be
given the choice.
On the third day of Challenger's five-day flight, astronauts Paul Weitz and
Karol Bobko, commander
and pilot, were busy with
experiments and they photographed lightning over

Without an airtight, oxygen-equipped suit an astronaut would die instantly in
the vacuum of space.
DURING TODAY'S excursion, the pair are to test
the suits and tools and
techniques for servicing
and repairing satellites on
future shuttle missions. It
will be the first space walk
by Americans in nine
years.
Flight Director Randy

the Gulf of Mexico.
THERE WERE few
complaints about Challenger's performance.
"It's very easy to baby-sit
this vehicle when it's operating so well," Stone said.
A jet thruster on the Tracking and Data Relay Satellite stuck in a closed
position and it began tumbling late Tuesday. A radio
command from White
Sands, which is ground
control for the TDRS,
stopped the spin.
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Student Services Forum (1st Floor)
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After a tour of the Control Data Institute, where 125
jobless steelworkers are being trained to repair computers, Reagan spoke to the National Conference on
the Displaced Worker while thousands stood outside in
a cold rain waving signs and chanting.
"Reagan, Reagan, ne's no good. Send him back to
Hollywood," they said.
Among the banners: "Reagans Friends Get Tax
Breaks. Steelworkers Get Pink Slips." And: "Buck
Stopped Here When Ronald Reagan Took Office."
The president, whisked into the hotel through an
underground garage, could see only a smattering of
the crowd, which police estimated at 3,500.
But he acknowledged that be was in hostile territory
when he departed from his text to say, "I come to you
not only as a speaker but as a possible victim."
He noted that many at the bipartisan gathering
might like to see him dislocated from his job.
"WE AS A nation owe an obligation as well as a
helping hand to those who pay the price of economic
readjustment," the president said in the prepared
part of his speech. "Government - federal, state and
local - should provide support for Job training and reemployment assistance.
Anger and skepticism were evident in the computer
classroom as well as on the street outside the conference hotel.

ATTENTION STUDENTS
Nithmil Co. needs students
for fulWm summer employment
' Cash scholarships
• Guaranteed income
1
Must have car
Apply in person Friday April 8
12:45-1:30, 2:15-3:00
Canal Room, Student Union

FALL 1983

We have what
you're
looking for!!
724 E. Wooster St.
114 Ridge St.

BRE-BREPSYCH •MEBIO-GMIT
PBIT • OCB • nr • MAT
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TONIGHT

PITTSBURGH (AP) - President Reagan, taking bis
pitch for high technology iob retraining amongst a aea
of unemployed steelworkers, ran into one of the
largest protest demonstrations of his presidency yes-

* Whole Houses
Close to campus

MCAT

Curious???

Workers protest
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Tour self Why We Mike The Difference

* Apartments in Houses
1 Bedroom furnished
From $200.00/month
Efficiencies
2 & 3 bedroom
Furnished & Unfurnished

* Apartment Complexes
Frazee, E. Merry, Ridge Manor
8th Street - only $50.00 deposit
Willow House - air conditioned

Call 352-0717
Greenbriar Inc.
(Maurer Green)

TEST P«EP»R»TION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1*M

emir
Call Days. E»«*. and Weekends
(419) 536-3701
3550 SECOR RD
TOLEDO. OHIO 43606
' AtM*ll Of*' C»"H

SPRING SPECIAL!

!«•" 105 M» 0

If your hair's clean, we'll
cut It for Just $9.95... or+
$12 w/shampoo & styling !

OUTSIDE N.V. STATE CALL TOLL FREE: 800-223-1782

DANSKIN*

20*
OFF

SPRING
WARDROBE
SALE
FRESHEN UP YOUR
LEOTARDS
SPRING WARDROBE
WITH COOL VERSATILE
AND
WOMENS DANSKIN'
TIGHTS
CAMISOLE AND TANK
LEOTARDS. WITH
MATCHING AND
COORDINATING TIGHTS...

At SYSTEM SEVEN salons!

Engagement Time?
Pick out the special one for
you at Klevers Diamond Center

THURS-FRI-SAT

ALL AT 20% OFF.

Special Prices during April
Save 20-30%

system scveiY
W

The Powder Puff
525 Ridge St.

(formerly Command Performance)
When the BEST haircutting in town costs
only $9.95 w/o shampoo and/or styling —
or $12 tor the works treg. $14-$l6) -- why
bother to go anywhere else?!
Who says we're best? Our customersl
Last year, we did 10,388 hairstyles right
here in Bowling Green -- and...
72.7% were REPEAT CUSTOMERS!
It you've not yet tried our salon, let's get
acquainted. We think you'll like our work!

|fcwrXUY>TO»£

352-^691

125 N. Main St.

THE HAinSTYLINQ PLACE

HOURS: 10 to 8 Mon-Fri, 8 to 7 Sat. 12 to S Sunday
AppoJramanta available lor parma and coloring
Bowling Groan 352-65IS Franklin Pre Man 472-863S
North Town* Sqr 476-7648 WoodvHto MaB 863-6364
(♦ Special price* only at Bowling Oraen
••Ion. Extra charga for long hair.)
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Some people too late

* Wheeled' rapist accused Free fish given to needy
Robinson, who was on pro- failed to cooperate, police
bation for a theft charge, reported.
was set at $30,000.
Set. Mike Bass, a police
McGee, a black, was spokesman, said the
paralyzed from the waist woman told authorities she
down in a pizza parlor was forced to have sex
shooting. Robinson was with both men. The woman
with McGee that night and said she never saw a
was a key witness against weapon, according to pothe white off-duty detec- lice.
tive.
According to police, the
POLICE ARRESTED
20-year-old woman met McGee and Robinson early
Robinson and McGee Tues- yesterday, Bass said.
The woman was treated
day night in a park in East
Baltimore, and the three for rape and bruises at City
went to a secluded area.
Hospitals and released, ofThe woman said Robin- ficers said.
son and McGee told her
Injuries which paralyze
they had a gun and a knife the legs do not always afand would nurt her if she fect a man's ability to have
sex.
McGee's family has filed
a
$15 million civil suit
All Lost & Found articles
against the city stemming
from the March 20, 1980,
including bikes must be
shooting.
Detective Stephen
claimed by April 8th or
McCown, who was on his
way home from a class at
they will be up for auction
Johns Hopkins University
that night, testified at an
on April 13th at the
administrative hearing
he believed McGee,
Charities Board Bike Auction. • that
then 17, and Robinson were
about to rob the pizza par-

BALTIMORE (AP) - A
£ year-old man who has
in confined to a wheelchair since a policeman
Shot him in the spine was
accused yesterday of raping a young woman with
the help of a friend.
I James Robinson, 21, the
woman's former boyfHend, allegedly helped JaWan McGee out of his
Wheelchair and onto on the
ground beside the woman,
police said.
The two were charged
with first-degree rape and
first-degree sex offense,
officers said.
McGee was being held in
lieu of $12,000 bail. Bail for

lor.
An object that McCown
saw McGee take from his
pocket turned out to be a
cigarette lighter. The officer said he thought it was a
gun.
Civil rights'groups and a
coalition of more than 200
black clergymen protested
the shooting, particularly
after then-prosecutor William Swisher decided not
to press criminal charges
against McCown.
A police administrative
review board found the officer had acted improperly, and McCown was
dismissed from the police
force.
In addition to the civil
suit, McGee is also appealing a June decision by the
Maryland Criminal Injuries Compensation Board
that he was ineligible for
financial assistance from
the state, John Enoch, his
lawyer in the civil cases,
said.
The board previously
ruled McGee eligible for
compensation as the victim of a crime, but later
reversed itself.

TOLEDO (AP) - Odessa
Fletcher says she's a senior citizen with "all the
credentials" to get some of
the 3,500 pounds of free fish
given yesterday to the
needy, but she arrived
minutes too late for the
catch.
"Shoot. I had my fryin'
pan all ready, too," Mrs.
Fletcher said, displaying
her Social Security identification and a membership
card to a senior citizens'
organization. "See, I've
got all the credentials. I
guess I got here a little
But about 400 Toledo
poor flocked early to a
church parking lot where
the fish was distributed.
Ministers who organized
the handout said all the
catch was gone within 20

COLUMBUS (AP) - The
House yesterday approved
a bill lowering from 18 to 17
the age people may donate
blood without parental consent.
Rep. John Thompson Jr.,
D-Cleveland, sponsored
the proposal. He told the
House the Red Cross and
other blood banks are desperate for whole blood and
that his measure will help
them find more donors.

2 BEDROOMS
WE PAY HEAT!

•516 E. Merry Avenue
•656 Frazee Avenue
Features

NEWLOVE MANAGEMENT
352-5620

•2 Bedroom Furnished
w/2 full baths
•1/2 block from campus
•Laundry facilities

THE FISH, mostly bottom species with little or
no market value, were donated by Lake Erie commercial fishermen, who
say they'd like to bring
more chub, carp and shad
to give to the hungry. The
Ohio Fish Producers Association contributed the
fish, caught in nets along
with more marketable species, to the ministerial as-

"Expansion of the blood
donor bank is essential,"
he said.
He also said the legislation, which went to the
Senate on a vote of 91-1,
will give a boost to blood
drives in high schools.
Twenty-seven other
states, including Iowa,
which passed a statute last
week, allow 17-year-olds to
S've blood without paren1 consent, he said.

I Bagels Cakes Fudge Choc. Mousse Cheesecake Bagel*
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$ 425.00 month & electric
CALL 352-0717
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SAT 9-12

•Close to campus, banks and fast food
•Dependable maintenance
•ALL heat, water, and trash pick up paid for
Tenant Pays Electric Only
Summer Rates Available

Rental Office located in Amherst Village
Behind Wendy's

BASH RIPROCK'S

Hours MF 8-9 Sal » Sun 9-9
PreMfit tha cover
354 IOOI

After Hours Special

Buy 1 and get 1 for 1/2 price
Purchase any Sub, Bagel,Bashed
potato, or Mexican specialty
and receive a second of equal or
lesser value for 1/2 price.
Limit 1 per Customer
Valid 4/7/83 - 4/11/83
not valid with any other coupon.
Eat In, Carry Out, or Delivery.

Thursday, Friday, Saturday
12:00 Midnight till 3:00 AM
Buy One and Get One For

75'
Valid 4/7/83-4/11/83
Eat-In, Carry Out, or Delivery

BASH RIPROCK'S
128 W. WOOSTER
354-3939
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Two bedroom, unfurnishod-$300/mo. 1 year
lease
S-355/mo. 9 mo. lease
y
■ (Divided between ilt of You!) —
Summer Rate: $330 entire summer!
Like, go-fer it!!!
Call 352-4380 alter 10 a.m. 352-7361 after 3 p.m
Sunday through Friday

~¥

STUDY IN EUROPE
The University ot Louvain (est. 1425)
Leuven, Belgium
otters

COMPLETE PROGRAMMES IN PHILOSOPHY FOR THE DEGREES
OF B.A., M.A., AND Ph.D. plus A JUNIOR YEAR ABROAD PROGRAMME

• 2 Bedrooms
516 E. Merry, Ridge Manor
Frazee, Field Manor
$175.00-225.00 & Electric

All Courses Are In English
Tuition is 11.500 Belgium Franks ($250)

• 1 Bedroom

Write To: Secretary English Programmes
Kardlnaal Merclerplein 2
B 3000 Leuven. Belgium

BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY
STUDENT PUBLICATIONS
Is Now Accepting Applications For

many locations
from $150/month

• Efficiencies $ioo/month
CALL US 352-0717

OBSIDIAN EDITOR
|

Applications are available
at 106 University Hall

NEW EXPANDED HOURS

Discount Coupon

Lee James, D-Cleveland,
raises it to a fourth degree
felony, punishable by a
fine of up to $2,500 and a
possible prison term of five
years.
Marijuana currently is
listed as a drug of abuse,
but the bills transfers that
smuggling offense, with regardto mental institutions,
into the same section that
outlaws bringing in intoxicating liquor.

It's totally awesome fer-surr!
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Expires 4/9/83

"HOME OF THE BASHED POTATO"

NOW OPEN:
Sunday • Wednesday 11:00 AM- 1:00 AM
Thursday • Saturday 11:00 AM-3:00 AN

Rev. L.H. Newsome,
president of the ministers
organization, said the response showed the extent
of hunger among Toledo's
unemployed and poor. "I
thought because of the
weather there would be
fewer people, but I guess
this tells the story... there
are a lot of hungry people
in this town," Newsome
said.

Mid Am Manor Third and Fourth Sts.
are gas apartments with gas heat
water and cooking lor FREE!
EACH equipped with garbage disposal
air conditioning, cable hook-up and
lots ol storage'
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Greenbriar Inc.
(Maurer Green)
BASH
KIFROCKS

where she was filing for
extended benefits, young
said she wanted the food to
feed her two children. "I
came looking for free fish
but I guess I'm too late,"
Young said. "My mistake
was that I went to the unemployment office before I
came here. Next time, I'll
just let the unemployment
line ride."

i

' u Cakes Fudge Choc. Mousse Cheesecake Bagels * j
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one coupon per purchase

......

In other business, the
House approved 91-0 a
measure increasing the
penalty for smuggling
drugs of abuse, other than
marijuana, into the state's
mental health and mental
retardation facilities.
Currently, the penalty is
a second degree misdemeanor, carrying a jai'i
term of up to 90 days and a
maximum fine of $750.
THE BILL, by Rep. Troy

-I

Cream Cheese Brownie
50* each
Limit 6

bB CCVEK
SUMMER
University Courts
RENTALS

Now Leasing

sociation.
Toledo's unemployment
rate has been at 14 percent
and higher for months, and
Reed says additional food
distributions are planned
in coming weeks. The fish
handout began just before
9 a.m. near a largely black
neighborhood of Toledo.
But Reed said the people
who showed up for free fish
were "of all races, black,
white, Hispanic.
"Each person got one or
two fish, about five pounds
for each person," Reed
said. "And we've got a lot
of people still showing up
who were just too late. By
9:15, it was all gone."
Barbara Young, 29,
drove to the fish distribution in a beat-up blue
Plymouth from a nearby
unemployment office,

Bill helps blood banks

824 SIXTH ST.

LEASING FALL 1983

minutes despite a cold,
rainy morning.
"The people were all
lined up, even in the rain
and cold, and it Just went,"
Rev. Albert Reed, proSram director for the Inerdenominational
Ministerial Alliance, said.
"God knows what we
would have done if the
weather had been good."

APARTMENTS
Saturday April 9
11:30 am to 4:30 pm"
Sunday April 10
1:00 pm to 4:30 pm
121 State St. - Next to Sam B's
follow signs to model units

BEVERAGES AND SNACKS SERVED

DOOR PRIZES
Lease signing starts Monday. April 10th
• Summer leases
• 9V: & 12 month leases
• Furnished
• Unfurnished
• 2 bedroom units
• Efficiency units
• Free heat
• Free Cable TV
• l/t Block to campus
• Private patio/balcony
Owned and managed by BEST WESTERN FALCON PLAZA
MOTEL...offering our tenants services!
and facilities unique to BG.
such as: ice machines
24 hr.-365 days lockout
and emergency service,
copy machine and typewriter
quite study facilities
15 YEARS Of COURTEOUS AND DEPENDABLE MANAGEMENT

Deadline is Friday,
April 15, 1983
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BG baseball team improved
by Tom Hleek
assistant sports editor

Before Bowling Green's baseball
season began last month, BG coach
Ed Platzer was looking for strong
pitching, consistent hitting and tight
defense. And, for all intensive purposes, Platzer has found those ingredients In the Falcons' first 13 games
this season.
BG is currently 10-3, after posting a
10-1 record during their Florida trip.
Butthe Falcons ran into a roadblock
as they returned to action against
Detroit last Monday in the Motor City.
BG pitchers gave up 23 walks as the
Falcons dropped their first double-dip
of the season.
Although BG was only 7-6 through
the first 13 games of last season, the
Falcons switched from their usual
spring routine. Last year, BG played
such teams as Miami (Fla.) and Florida International - teams which had
already played 20-30 games in the
Florida sun - while BG players hadn't
yet seen a Forida orange. BUT THIS
year, BG opted to schedule northern
squads, which gave the Falcons an
equal footing with their opponents.
Traveling south, BG defeated
Wooster and Akron, before compiling
a 0-1 record enroute to winning a
round-robin tournament sponsored by
the Florida Baseball School In Sanford, Fla. Northeastern dealt BG its
only loss in the tourney, a 3-2 setback,

after Norteastern scored three runs in
the bottom of the seventh inning. BG
defeated Mercer University in a doubleheader in Macon, Ga., to complete
its spring trip.
The pitching corn, which was onagain/off-again last season, discovered the power switch as Falcon
pitchers compiled an earned run average of 2.74 before the nightmare in
Detroit. BG's John Maroli (1.29
ERA), Jim Phelps (1.29 ERA), and
Jim Locker (3.21 ERA) each earned
two complete-game victories in Florida.
Against Akron, the Junior righthander allowed only one hit and two
walks in the 4-0 BG victory. Maroli
came within one out of a no-hitter,
before the Zips' Jeff Fondreist singled
up the middle. In the Sanford tournament, Maroli allowed only two hits
while striking out five in an 8-2 victory
over Gustavus Adolphus.
IN THE offensive department, BG
garnered a whopping .330 team batting average with senior rightflelder
Joe Tedeaco taking team honors with
a .464 slate.

Drobnlck (.371), and catcher Chris
Shuplng (.341).
Freshman second baseman Jamie
Reiser, a 5-foot-ll, 166-pounder, displayed some long ball strength.
Reiser rapped three homeruns and
knocked in eight runs, while compiling a respectable .261 average in nis
first taste of collegiate action.
In an effort to shore up its defensive
play from last season, BG compiled a
.937 fielding percentage. Committing
21 team errors in their first 11 games,
the holes appear to be in the Falcon
Infield, which accounted for 15 of
those errors.

BG OPENS its home season tomorrow at Steller Field against Defiance
In a 1 p.m. doubleheader. The Falcons
will then be home for three doubleheaders against Michigan, Saginaw
Valley andSiena Heights.
The Mid-American Conference
slate begins a week from tomorrow as
BG travels to Toledo. Kent State,
which recorded its 20th and 21st
straight victories on Tuesday, baa to
be considered a favorite in the MAC.
Tedeaco, a .286 career hitter, had KSU is 23-3 on the season.
two home runs and 14 RBI's. He was
chosen as the Most Valuable Player in
But due to the University converthe Sanford tournament
sion to semesters, most BG students
Rounding out the top hitters in BG's will not be around to witness the MAC
new-found offensive thrust: first pennant chase. The MAC Tourney will
baseman Larry Amdt (.441, three take place on May 19, at the site of the
borne runs), third baseman Jerry West Division winner.

NCAA title game far from boring
From all the p re-game hype about the
Houston Cougar basketball machine
and the comments from North Carolina State head coach Jim Valvano,
one might have expected a boring
NCAAOamplonshipgame last MonOhVvalvano did what be had
planned to do; what he knew be nsdto
do, to win. It was simply to slow the
game down; to control its tempo. Yet,
the game did not lack action. Instead,
it "packed" power.
Valvano spoke to reporters as if in
swe of Phi Slamma Jamma and said
that, not only would his Wolfpack slow
the game down, but "we might not
shoot until Tuesday." He wanted certain rules to be made Just for the big
game: bis shooting guards' outside
shots (Dereck Whittenburg and Sidney Lowe) should count three points
while Houston's repetroire of dunks
should count only one point.
Houston coach Guy Lewis may have
laughed at Valvano'a proposal, but it
was Valvano who had the last laugh.
TRUE, everyone likes to watch a
dunk. It is an exciting part of the
game of basketball. And the Phi
Slamma Jamma brothers really put
on an aerial-arobatlc show against
second-ranked Louisville In the semifinals. Thus, a repeat performance
was anttcpated in the final. That
never panned out
But watching masterful coaching

and rooting for the underdog is also an
enjoyable aspect of the game. N.C.
State, the so-called "team of destiny", fit Into this mold.
A lot of fans watching the game,
Including myself, did not have a
strong team preference going into the
game. I Just wanted to see Clyde
Drexler and his fraternity brothers go
to work on the rim's ability to withstand pressure. A few dunks and a
couple of beers and my night would be
complete.

UN WALT-sWORDd
by Keith Welther
sports editor
But the pesky'Pack did not want to
cooperate. They had the nerve to
think that they could win. What was
even more unbelievable was the fact
that Houston was not getting free to
ram one borne - thanks to Valvano's
varying diamond-end-one and sagging man-to-man defenses. |
But somehow the game wasn't boring despite the fact that dunks were
few and far between.
IT TURNED out to be enjoyable
just to watch as coaching and desire
became a huge factor In the game. It
is Valcano's coaching that, days later,
still sticks in my mud as the reason
behind State's upset win. If indeed, in
retrospect. It can, or should be termed
an upset.
It "has been said in the past the

Houston bead coach Guy Lewis is not
much of a bench coach. He's the type
of coach that relies on his talent too
much, too often. He must have figured
"sooner or later, well blow them out
with our superior height and lumping
ability."
There is no doubt that the most
talented team did not win last Monday. Yet, on this night, the most
deserving team did.
Discipline and coaching won out
over talent this particular night.
AND, TO me. It was satisfying to
watch a team that, after losing ten
games during the season, came fro
no where to claim the crown of collegiate basketball. It was nice imagining how high school teammates
Lowe and Whittenburg must have felt
when the victory was won in those last
waning moments.
It was amazing how Valvano kept
his team in the game with a variety of
coaching techniques. How be took
away the strengths of the Houston
team and exploited its weaknesses namely, foul shooting.
Houston will be back. If they had
won, people would be predicting a
new dynasty in college basketball.
But for now, State his proven once
again that no one is really an underdog. That anyone can reach a goal;
realize a dream, no matter how extreme.
And, although Houston's flamboyant-style captured the imaginations of
fans throughout the country, it was
State in the end who captured their
hearts.

NCAA decision still matter of
concern to many hockey fans
by Tracy Collins
sports reporter
The issue of what happened to
Bowling Green's hockey team
when it came time for the National
Collegiate Athletic Association's
hockey bids has not yet died. This
was evident from the following
editorial, entitled "A Black Mark,1'
which appeared in Toe Hockey
News, April 1:
There's something rotten In the state
of U.S. college hockey and we think It's
the National College* (sic) Athletic
Association selection committee. What
else could that stanch be?
When the NCAA finals at Grand
Forks, N.D are completed, the winner's name should be accompanied by a
large asterisk, noting that 1963 was a
bad year for college hockey In the
United States. Never mind that It was
one of the most exciting seasons on
record. Never mind that the three
leagues - the Western Collegiate
Hockey Association, the Central Collegiate Hockey Association and the Eastern Colleges Athletic Association appeared more competitive than ever
NOW,'WHEN It's all said and done we
can thank the NCAA selection committee for fouling up what would have been
a great season. Thanks, John Matchefts. Thanks, Fern Flaman. Thanks,
John Simpson. Thanks for nothing.
After dflfifflpg the dunce caps, writing "I blew if' 1,000 tunes on the
blackboard and sKUng In the corner for
a spell, steps sould be taken to make
sure this gang of three Is never put in a
position of aeridtng anything about
college hockey on a national level, least
of all who makes It to the final eight.
If this
—
..■■■ all
~~ seems
i .
ii rather
. —— harsh, let's
.n ■
.MVU,

look at the Injustice these three perpetrated.
Under NCAA rales, the WCHA.
CCHA and ECAC playoff champions
are granted automatic berths among
the eight finalists. This season, it meant
the University of Wisconsin, Michigan
State and Harvard assured themselves
of finalist berths.
That left five teams to be selected by
the committee, which originally consisted of Bowling Green's Jerry York,
Harvard's Bill Cleary, Mlnnesota-Duluth's Ralph Ramano and Boston University's John Simpson. Because York.
Cleary and Romano are coaches of
teams that were either In the final eight
or under consideration, they had to be
replaced. Enter Michigan's John Giordano, the only responsible one of the
new lot, Nortneastern's Fern Flaman
and Air Force's John Matcbefts.
BECAUSE U.S. college hockey is
divided Into two regions - East and
West -the committee, under NCAA
rules, had to pick three wild-card teams
from the ECAC and a total of two from
the CCHA and WCHA. Picking the
ECAC teams wasn't difficult. Providence, St Lawrence and New Hampshire were given the green light. No
arguments there.
Then, the committee tackled the
decision on the West. The members
agreed on the University of Minnesota,
regular season champions of the
WCHA. Again, no argument.
Now, any logical person would tab
either Bowling Green or North Dakota
as the eight and final team. Bowling
Green, with a J4-6-S record, was the
CCHA regular season champion. North
Dakota, with a 18-B-l record, was runner-up to Minnesota In the regular
season and lost to Wisconsin in triple
overtime in the playoffs. Bowling
Green was
_•«»
...» also
pi. eliminated
■■■Iiu from
.lu.il the
MM.

playoffs by an overtime loss, 4-3 to
Michigan State.
To consider any other team but those
two is, at beat, ludicrous.
But three of the four selection committee members ssw fit to choose MinneeoU-Duluth, which finished fourth in
the WCHA with a 14-12-0 record. With
all due respect to M-D, there Is no way
that it deserved a berth ahead of either
Bowline Green or North Dakota, two
teams that would have been capable of
going all the way.
Only Michigan's John Giordano, as
well as anyone with an ounce of knowledge bout U.S. college hockey, recognized this. He certainly doesn't deserve
to be tarred with the same brush as
Flaman, Matchefts and Simpson.
Enough of the lamenting, though.
The question is what is the NCAA going
to do? Under ideal circumstances with knowledgeable people on the committee - the system should work. But
this year's farce indicates that it could
happen again.
Mo, It's time to come up with a new
system. There are plenty of options.
Perhaps the regular season champion
and playoff winner of each of the three
leagues should gain automatic entry.
That leaves only two wild-card berths
open to interpretation. If the regular
season champions and playoff champs
are one and the same, some formula of
picking a second team could be worked
out.
The bottom line is that something
must be done. The decision this year la
nothing less than a travesty. It gives
college hockey a bad name. Any time
CUcs and ingnorance put a talented
n such as Bowling Green on the
sidelines. It's a sad day for the sport.
The Issue Is not over, nor does it
seem it will die off until some
change is made in the selection
pilA,bOa.
process.

McPhee called up by N.Y. Rangers;
Hills Injured during final practice
by Tracy Collins
sports reporter

Some notes on hockey, Bowling
Green and other:
• In his first start In a National
Hockey League game, Hobey
Baker award winner George McPhee tallied a second period assist
for the New York Rangers in their
victory over Philadelphia in the
first round of the Stanley Cup playoffs, Tuesday.
McPhee skated a regular shift
during the game, and set up a goal
by linemate Eddie Johnstone at the
18:44 mark of the second period.
McPhee's line is centered by Mike
Allison.
McPhee also took a penalty in
the first period which led to a
powerplay goal for the Rangers.
Flyer defenseman Brad McCrimroon was charged with interfering
with McPhee at the 14:58 mark of
the period, and Mark Pavelich
scoredjust seven seconds later.
McPhee was called up from
Tulss of the Central Hockey
League last Sunday, after Tulsa's
season had ended.

• BRIAN HILLS' chance to play
for the Canadian National Team In
die International Hockey Tournament played In the Soviet Union
came to an unfortunate end. Hills
broke an ankle during the last day
of training camp for the event.
Hills was named an all-America
forward for the second consecutive
season, after setting the team and
career scoring record after a 94
point season this year.
• McPhee helped make headlines three weeks ago, although not
the kind of headlines he would have
liked.
A violent collision between he
and Salt Lake City (and former St.
Louis Blues) defenseman Ed Kea
left Kea in a coma in a Salt Lake
City hospital.
Kea was not wearing a helmet
during the game - as he has done
throughout nis career - and his
head struck the ice during his fall.
Although he is reportedly making
significant progress in recovering,
the incident still has raised the
debate about mandatory wearing
of helmets In hockey.

• NOT ONLY did the 1982-83
Falcons become the highest scoring BG team since 1978-79, they
also turned In the best goai*agalnst average in four years - a
tribute to the team's two-way play
which won BG the league title.
One of the scoring records gone
most unnoticed was that Garry
Galley tied a record for goals by a
defenseman in a season, scoring 17.
• Wisconsin's 6-2 victory over
Harvard in the NCAA finals
marked the second consecutive
year that BG has opened the season
with a series against the eventual
NCAA champions.
BG was swept by North Dakota
to open the season last year, and
the Fighting Sioux went on to beat
Wisconsin in the championship
game.
Clarkson University will undoubtedly hope that the trend continues next season.
• The NCAA coaches will meet
later this month, and hopefully a
change in the selection process will
result from that meeting.

Undefeated:

Falcon ruggers control South
with three convincing victories
Returning last Tuesday, the Bowling Green rugby team became the
first BG sports club to successfully
complete a 10 day spring tour of the
South. Using money raised at various
fund raising projects. 52 players and
coaches made the trip that included
stops at Kentucky, Atlanta, and Clemson.
The team was successfully sble to
mix social events with the best rugby
the South had to offer as the team
prepared for the semester-shortened
regular season.
"With the switch to semesters we
only had one week to prepare for the
Mid-American Conference
championships this year," BG coach
Roger Mamrella said. "A spring trip
was the logical answer."
Like General Sherman of Civil War
Fame, BG's ruggers laid low all the
South sent against the Falcons on
their own march to the sea. First to
fall was South Eastern Conference
r*immi<Uwtm Kentucky, 17-3. The Falconsthen beat Atlantic Coast Conference runners-up, Georgia Tech, 21-6
which followed by an 11-0 victory over
ACC champion Oemson. The victories were unprecidented for a touring
side playing three matches In only
five days.
THOUGH SOME of the scores
might indicate run-aways, such was
not the case as BG had to battle for
each and every point against teams
thst gsve every indication of their
championship caliber. Against UK
the Falcons took an early lead on the
strength of a Dave Myrtle penalty

kick. The Wildcats tied it up with a
kick of their own but from men on it
was all BG. Dave Wilt, Marty Moran.
and B.J. Hunter scored tries and
Meyer added a conversion to give BG
a 17-3 victory.
Against GTU, Falcon captain Greg
Weservelt opened the scoring with an
end around sprint. He was followed
with tries by Judd Herman, Mike
Skelly, and Moran. Kicker Dave
Meyer added a penalty shot and a
conversion while Tech could only
counter with two penalty kicks of
their own as BG won going away, 21-6.
The third and final match against
CU proved to be the toughest of the
tour as the Tigers pulled out all the
stops to salvage a small amount of
honor for the South.
DESPITE BEING clearly the better offensive team. BG carried a slim
3-0 lead into halftlme after a Dave
Meyer penalty kick. As it turned out it
took two Tiger errors to help the
Falcons ice the match. The first was a
mispUyed kick that allowed Westervelt to sprint 75 yards untouched for a
try. The second came whin two CU
players collided and forward Herman
scored the final points of the match
with the loose ball giving BG an 11-0
shutout victory.
With a 34 record the Falcons will
split this weekend to take on Denison
University at home and Michigan in
Ann Arbor. There will be two matches
with Denison with the first starting at
2 p.m. at BG's College Park field just
north of Offenhauer Towers on Saturday.

Bowling Green's Larry Leese. supported by B.J. Hunter (left), and Brad Rossi, snags the ball in a lineout during the
Falcons' 17-3 rugby victory over Kentucky during BG's recent spring trip. The Falcons went undefeated against their
southern opponents, compiling a 3-0 record.

photo by/Roger Mazzarella
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And we think students have rough rules today
course, attendance at public dances
was "not permitted."
"Rude actions in the dining rooms"
were forbidden and talking from the
windows to persons outside was "not
in good form." Routine inspections of
dorm rooms assured their being kept
in good order. "Bathrooms and water
faucets may be used during study
hours but not before the rising bell or
after the retiring bell." On Sunday,
only "sacred, classical, and patriotic
music" was to be played on the piano.

in 1935. The handbook was published
by the Women's League of the college
to regulate all matters pertaining to
the student life of its members. All
women at the college automatically
became members of the Women's
League and were subject to its rules.

by Monica Orou
staff reporter

Visitation hours, escorts, quiet
hours, study hours, party regulations,
drinking laws - rules everywhere we
turn. But do we really have it that
rough?

The handbook continued to be published into the 1960s when it was
eventually supplemented by the
Freshman Handbook. Still, women
were expected to follow the rules of
the handbook to "increase the power
of self-control and strengthen the
sense of responsibility to one another."

How does rising to a 6:30 a.m. bell
and retiring at 9:45 p.m. for lights out
sound? Or obtaining special permission to leave town tor the weekend,
complete with a card that must be
signed by both the party granting
permission for the trip and the persons being visited? Or how about a
regulated number of social engagements during the week?
No, these aren't regulations for a
military unit; these are rules prescribed in the Women's Handbook of
Bowling Green State Normal College

Despite the rules, the Social Committee of the college made "ample
provision for the social side of college
life." The 1926 Key lists events of that
year and each seems to have been a
good time for all. "Frolicking under a
veritable rainbow of colors" Juniors
and seniors "welcomed their friends
to the annual formal" where, during

IN HM riding with men after study
hours was "not permitted without
special permission from the Dean of
women. "Gentlemen callers had
strictly regulated calling hours. Of

the evening, "punch was served and
dainty refreshments were given at
small decorated tables in the balcony."
YOUNG WOMEN even had a
chance to let loose at the girls' prom
where "Girls will be girls, but once a
year a good many of them will be
boys." At this time the women could
"act naturally and forget their dignity."
In addition to the "superior advantages for higher training at a minimum expense," students at the
ge were offered a "high-class
t course" where the "social needs of students are carefully
looked after." Above all, the "physical and moral welfare of students
(was) properly safeguarded, and the
regulations of the institution (were)
stimulating and wholesome."
By 1956 the Freshman Handbook

guided students in a general orientation of Bowling Green State University. Students were directed, "You
are considered an adult, capable of
managing most; if not all, of your own
affairs." Still, the For Women Only
section of the handbook directed
women not to smoke "on the streets or
on campus." Of course, everyone was
strictly forbidden to gamble or use
liquor.
STUDENTS AT the University in
the 1950s were "well groomed, but
informally and inexpensively
dressed," with "simplicity" the keynote. Popular for the many social
events were sweaters with shirts or
blouses and slacks or skirts. Men
were directed that "one or more suits,
shirts, ties and a dinner jacket or
tuxedo is not out of place in a college
man's wardrobe."
For "lates," those special nights

when women were permitted to be out
"Just a little longer," ensembles of
suits, matching hats and shoes were
necessary. For every day, sweaters
and skirts or Jumpers with booby
socks and saddle oxfords were the
norm. "For lounging, picnics and
sports" women students frequently
wore Bermuda shorts, jeans or slacks
but the handbook stated "they never
wear clothing of this kind to class."
Many years nave passed and
guidelines changed since the college
was "five hours easy motoring" from
either Columbus or Cleveland. In the
1926 Key, however, the following conversation was quipped.
KatyG.: "The meat here tastes like
sawdust."
Olive B.: "Yes, we have fine board
here."
Some things never change.

Today marks 50th anniversary of Prohibition's end
down Broadway behind a hearse lettered "Near Beer is Dead." Factory
whistles shrieked in triumph in St.
Louis, and the German societies of St.
Paul, Minn., toasted President Franklin D. Roosevelt with hearty "prosits."
A Marine guard rode on a truck that
rushed to the White House and delivered two cases <rf beer at five minutes
after midnight "Here's to you, President Roosevelt," a sign on the truck
said. "The nation's first real beer in
years."
THE CELEBRATIONS that spring

MILWAUKEE (AP) - Fifty years ago
today, thousands of Americans
jammed taverns across the country
and fought their way to the bars to
quaff their first legal beers in 14
years.
At 12:01 a.m. April 7, 1933, the
federal beer ban was revoked in 19
states which did not have their own
and in the District of Columbia.
In Milwaukee, 15,000 people massed
outside the Jos. Schlic brewery to
watch loaded beer trucks rumble out
of the loading docks.
Mobs of New Yorkers paraded

■MalM

CLASSIFIEDS

ASM Meeting Thura. Apr* 7. 116
BA. 7 pm Election or Officers
Lattn Awareneaa Weak S km Race
CORRE PARA AMISTAD-'Run tor
Friendship' SUNDAY APRIL 10.
19S3 10 30 START AT THE UNION
OVAL NO ENTRY FEE MORE INFO
CALL 372-0325 OR 382-3020
Fan partial schedeee reconciliationApr! 25-29. Northeast Commons
Summer partial rasaaaHlBllsw Aorl
26-27. Town Room. Unron
Fad Open ReotttraUon-May 2-4,
Northeast Commons
Summer Open Registration Aprl
28 29 Unrversity Union. May 2 A
altar. IIP Adrian Bug

SALES CLUB MEETleK)
Thuya., Apr. 7ti. 7:00 pm
ALUMM SUITE
SPEAKER: Onto JACKSON FBOM
Cerrrury Marketing Corporaaon

AJ.. Mark). Amy. Sue. Tetrl, Fla has
never been better thanks to Ron 4 the
oldsters, cologne map. Bngo Scott.
Steve. Joe a eye level. Royal Lounge
E arrae. Party time Aurjsox, shop
ping. A to Z. Anruee. the starer a
Kings Oats Here Here lor al the
eunefxne-faed memonee Joan.

1:10-4 pjn. aVTOMUTKlNAL COFFEE HOUM m 17 Waxame Hal ■
faatunng eeoee on Paru.
7pm SeMer-OWWIih*'EUROPE
ON 84- A DAY" m Ova Campua
Room.
——
SERVICES OFFERED
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asjOMBTP ANeW | NJOUij
SAT WOOD COUNTY
CONFIDENTIAL PERSONAL CAM
—eel Ram SOlu ateSinU
CONVENaSNT APPTS
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TAXES TAXES TAXES
Roster Tax t Accounting Service
tXOrt form $8. Long form S1 5 1 uoj
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FRAIUMII MAW
TONSOHT

MX). 80D. a 1M0
Gati-'I.MWD

ACROSS
1 Subsequent
dovols.
5
oaoo
10 Columnltl
Bocnbock
14 From which: Lat.
15 Passaropo
through
16 Tobacco portion
17 Twofold
18 Walk
19 Annapolis, for
short
20 Humorist Cobb
22 Recited, In s way
24 Popular color
25 Treat with
disdain
26 Screenplay
30 Perches
34 Worship
35 Actress Magnanl
37 Handle
39 Center ol mil.
40 Amt.
42 Book ol paper
size: Abbr.
43Tothepolnt
45 Roysl name In
Arabia
47 Letters
48 Valuables
50 Disguised
celebrants-

52 TrojrnbMJ
54 Halves ol halve*:
Abbr.
55 Monlo Carlo
psKionaflo
56 Egg-shapad
60 Sumptuousnavaa
61 Praolssort
63 Overlay with
piaster
65 Mideast gull
96 Anoint, as ol old
87 River through
Florence
66 Body shop
concern
69 For the birds
70 Mount near
Olympus
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26
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36
39
41
44
46
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1 Depressed
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FOR
U.S.O. PREtVYICE PRES.
PIKE SPRING BEER BLAST
SAT APRH 18 6 00 PM
5TH ANOHtSH
use •• VOTE "USQ
■AIRO FOR PRESIDENT
WASHBUSM FOR VrCE-P«ES.
USQ-'VOTE''USQ
Vote 1811 Queen Union Foyer
Vote Beta Oaean Union Foyer
Vote Beta Queen Union Foyer
VoSs Beta Queen Union Foyer

Friday
Friday
Friday
Friday

FRESH DOrtUTS DELIVERED
EVERY MOMOMO
THE OETAWAY 182-4182
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TOaaVJHT LF.C.
ALL—FRATERNITY
RUSH
7:10-0:10 PM
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the winning lepketa today. Than.
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F rmte 83-84
HM house, dean 8 quart, own bdrm
Very rsMonafsS rent Qrad student
-vet Leigh. 364-3080 alter 5 00pm

FOR KENT

T-Shlrt screening

Need a F rmte lor FALL 83-84? I am
ntereeted si a 2 or 3 rm. apt mouse
For more mo cal COLLECT 21S524-0067 sltet 5:00 p.tn

Wanted renter tor top level ol house
Itsmng In Msy June CM Pat/Ann
after 6pm. 352-801B

JEANS N' THtNOS
Your're prebably paying loo much l!
Jeans M' Tlllnos
811 Rfclge SI.

1-4 F. needed to subieese house
Ctoee to campua 8 cheap $250 M
352-2009

USO"VOTE"USO
SAJRD FOR PREStOENT
WASHBUSH FOR VICE-PRES.
USQ " VOTE "U30

HELP WANTED

WELCOME TO DOWNTOWN
ALL mIE ALL WEEK
OETTWO

Reporter/Photographer Immed ful
Sma operwig Car, camera 1 relocation required Sports 8 darkroom
helpful CM or write Jim RuseM.
Ths Times. Waard. OH 44880
(418)033-2031

WMSSO
Buy a baaoon rams from your levorrfe
02 today Bsaoona arl be tot off to
commence the Beta 600 at noon Has
Sakrday
Vote
Vote
Vote
Vsae

Beta
Bess
Bess
Bats

Queen
Queen
Queen
Queen

Union
Union
Union
Union

M'A'S'HBOVER...
and si 2 mos so a the 82-83 school
year Do you have a summer fib yet?
Nahonal company ties several postIkavs avM for BG students it you're
herdworlung 8 don't mmd travel, sand
a sell addressed env 8 phone 4 to
P.O. Bo. 103. B G OH 43402

ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
STUDENT ADVISORY BOARD
DEADLINE FOR APPUCATIONS
APRS. 13, 1883
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■ 80S
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Beta
Beta
Beta
Seta
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500
500
500

ATTENTION COLLEGE STUDENTS
Nshonsl Compsny needs 1 5 students
for tie" tme Summer Employment.
Earn S2.6OO-4.O0O - cash schol
arships - can work si liuntolowii gusrantaed ncome. psja many baneMs, must heve car Apply m parson.
Frl. Aprl Sth at one ol the loeowmg
nmee 12 46 - I 30 - 2:15 - 3:00
Canal Room - Student Union

Did you buy yeur ticket lor the
Honor Student Assocletkai Tuition
Raffle? Watch Or. Otecamp draw
the winning tickets today, ThuraJV
pn»7,Ml:10mllayFah>sa'sk»»aL
Happy HourHoiday km
Everyday, al day MTV
Every rsght. Al Night.

-BOYS CAMP - Counselor Positions
lor Program SpeckaWa BasebM
naMllDM. Canoeing. Saang. Slree'
Hockey, Swanming. Tennis and Wa
tersking Arts and Crsfts. Photogrs
phy. Computer Science
Woodworking Send detaaj. rater
sncee • Joe Krugar, Camp MatvKeeNac. 20 Alan Court. South Orange,
HI 07070

Heed South on Mem Street
to THE OETAWAY. Fresh Donuts.
Quakly hand Ooped Ice Creem
and dsSdoua sstvcMhchea
HEALTH CARE CLUB
AS eiection terme are due thli Frl.,
AprtlS. Return to OCMB St 454 T7
CaSSaS-TMI.

SUMMER PROGRAM STAFF
to Mad program for cats In Toledo
Must be 18 or over 8 have e«p m
. eupenrtolng. conducting a program &
working with 9 to 15 yr olds Frve
a*, pt. erne pcsaSon Send lo Btooa
Bos L545 for apple Appfcatlons
accepted unM 4/25/83

Hey Setasl
The AX'a ere as arched tor the
warm-up tonight. Bate lever Is In
the air 8 we're paychad for lot. ol
i Lose, The AX'a.

WANTIO

Old your Easter Break turn into a
summer work headache? Earn
$288 00 per weak this summer. CM
362-7482.

Mak»e roommate needed
Cheap Rant
CM Doug 362-5087

FOR SALE
t BDRM. mobas home with washer
/dryer, stove 8 ratng.. 2 storage
shade INVEST a get something tor
YOUR MONEY. AflorOeoto 3541084.

APARTMENTS: 2 BEDROOM
PRIVATE SLEEPING ROOMS
FREE HEAT 8 CABLE TV
ACROSS FROM HARSHMAN DORM
LEASES: SUMMER S FALL
OWNED 4 MANAOEO BY BEST
WESTERN FALCON PLAZA MOTEL

SUMMER RENTALS
Houses 8 Apts Ooee To
Campus 1-287-3341

ji€WAlQltlfF
ICLUEIH 210
II

SUN
LITE DRAFT
-tpaaal.4 Of)
y.-ys.-y.':**lw
.-.-.-.'.4.
fj

R

■

PARTY ROOM AVAJLBLE
811 HtOH ST.- KSOI71
CAMPU1 MANOR APTS. Behind
Darter's Apts. tor 2, 3. 4 persons t
IIS m 12 me. leese. tammsi rate
M7S Mr entire eetaasar lllllpa
a»aa«y41-4 III Mil at
2. t bdrm semi turn apts svM lor
summer a FM $200'mo sieaidaa
uB 2 bks horn campus CM 3628585 snare tan

FREE monthe rent on our tuey furntohad studio apartments1 Com
plelety quiet and private Plenty ol
storage. Ful kitchen and bathroom
We wrrre our toeses to fit your needs
Good location Close to restaurants
snd stores CHARING CROSS APTS.
1017 8. Mam St. 362-0500.

2 bdrm apts . 9 mo Uesee lor 4 at
$110 ea kx 3 el $120 ee. for 2 at
5150 ea Also 1 bdrm apts Al naer
Cempue 362-7386
2 bdrm ape) tor 4 at S110 each, or
3 at S140 eooh. Ako, 1 bdrm apes
< skigM roome 9 month toeses Naar
campus 362-7386.
SmM 1 bdrm. house 12 mo. Mate
pus 3S2-7366.

LARGE SELECTION OF SLIMMER
RENTALS AT VERY LOW PRICES
CALL US FOR EXACT DETAILS
NEWLOVE MANAGEMENT 3525820

Now renting lor summer Tare bedroom, turn apt. Water, cable t.v. peW
lor A/C. parking lot, Mundry lecwhee
$400 for Bay summer $250 for
shorter term CM 362-7182

Newly redecorated Downstairs. 2
bdrm. tor summer Only $300 8 low
e. adtocant campus 354-1753

2 bdrm , dean and quiet, lal aemeeMr. 4 gsal 3o2<040 after 8.

OPEN HOUSE
OPEN HOUSE
OPEN HOUSE

I bdrm apt 0-12 mo., tufy fum 4
mar arak torn BOSU $240 par mo.
(Mud heat 8 water i Psa eMc CM
362-6012.
BAER RENTALS
VOTED BO'S* 1 LANDLORD
2 BORM APTS -1/2 Bk. 2 BOSU
SUMMER AND FALL LEASES
352-4871 end 352-1SO0

FALCON PLAZA APARTMENTS
121 State - Neat M Bale B'I
lee dteptey sd In today's BO New

2 barm, fum apt
newfy fum 8 carpet
362 2883

Furn . 3 or 4 bOrm house, school
yr. or yr. leeee AvM. June or Aug
352-7454 before 12:30

1 Boras. Urvrumiehed Apt
DMhaetfiti. Storage, and Pod
AvM. Now end FM 362-2278

Summer rental
Furn. 8 untum. houses
nelarencee leouiraa 353-3865
Fum. 2 bdrm 4 student house 1
block from campus 362-7464 be
lore 12 30.
517 E REED CLOSE TO CAMPUS
Cnty 2 yrs. ok). 1 or 2 bdrma
mdrvWuel entry ways, (only 1 MR ot
each). CM Newtove Manegement
382-6820
449-455 S. ENTERPRISE FREE
WATER, SEWER. CABLE TV. 1
barm, unfum Low utaty b*s Ideel lor
grad student or serious student. CM
Newtove Management 362-6620

Lower duplex kx 4. Summer 8 FM.
Upper duplex tor 3. Summer 8 FM.
362-0830
203 S CrtURCH: DUPLEX 2 bdrm
8 large Untum . 2 porches CM
newtove Management 382-6820
1 bdrm. apt. avM now thru August
Central M 8 toundry Rant 8 decoert
ivsgoeebto
CM 352 0788 eves
orey.
138 1/2 N. MAM: Large 1 bdrm.
'urn apt (war dowiavjwn business
Csgaa to campua CM Newtove ManI 362-5820.
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Now reneng tor 83-84 school year
Houeee snd apartments Bogga Real
Estate 362-0467. 352-3841. 3541120.

1 bdrm apt FREE um.
2 bka. weei ot osmpua
Ph 352-7758 otter 8pra

Duplex Apts parhaay furn
USMies pax) AvM Msy 20 8 Aug. 1.
CM 362-5309

m t

"
:

Privately owned apanynanu a house
Southwoot rwdanan araa$175-250 00 Ph 353-3866

M~r%Tttr~M~Ktn~~^~wTHKiir

■

■

3 bdrm turn house lor 6< people
CM 363-8401 from 6-5, Mon -Frl

feKtw*

r

"

2009.

VEL-MANOR APARTMENTS
Two 2 bdrm sots avM for FM A
Summer Lg. Irving rm.. kitchen, ceramic betn. M cond 8 laundry lacs
Cal 352-2858 lor eppt only

Baa. IS yra. M oourteous dependsole management Cell Tom al 1824171 or 152-1000.

Haatri Oub Attendant Utopto Hearth
ciub 1000 woodvae Rd MaMry.
Oh Rt 51 'Apply m person 11 2 No
sirp neoessary.

NICE house a apt Close to campua
For Summer CM 352-2871 or 364-

835 4th St Furn . k) , 2 bdrm . bath
8 a hM. daposai. gas heat 8 AC. Al
uH. Incajd. except etoc 352-7454
Oetore 12 30

OlTrwsTPB MfrKeHM teWVtOeM ■

CRUISE JOBS' SI 4-128.000 Cambean. HaarM, Work) CM tor Oude.
Dsacrory, NewMetter 1 018-722.
1111 EU BowlGteen

Foyer
Foyer
Foyer
Foyer

CARTY RENTALS
Houses-Apertments- Rooms
0-12 month Mates Summer Rentele
Al near Campua 362-7366

404 S. COLLEGE HOUSE CLOSE
TO CAMPUS. Meal lor 3 grad students 2 bdrm. turn. CM Newtove
Really Marenamant 362-5820

IJ

U
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Milwaukee's festivities were carried live over a national network
radio program, on which Hoan said 90
percent of the American people were
"happy to be through with the nightmare of deceit and demoralization
incident to prohibition."

IBM typewriter First $300 00 3624860.

F. RMTE. NEEDED FOR 81-84
SCHOOL YEAR (NON-SMOKER).

hri

"

Pabst, (the only two surviving breweries in Milwaukee today) Schlitz,
Blatz, Gettelman, Cream City and
Independent.
When the clocks struck 12:01,
crowds danced and screamed in delight, jostling to tavern taps for a

face efficiency lo sublease anmed
Caaw lo campua. S186/mo 3641342 or 352-7808.

HtATI CALL HOW! KM SSS-tOTA.

4

A WAVE of "new brew" excitement
swept the nation. In Milwaukee, the
nation's brewing capital, Mayor Daniel Hoan was about to declare an
official holiday for April 7 but a group
of religious leaders suggested the
celebration be postponed until after
Lent.
Hoan obliged, but Milwaukeeans
needed no public pronouncement to
start a celebration. Newspaper accounts said at midnight April 7,50,000
people crowded the streets downtown
and another 50,000 swarmed around
the city's seven breweries - Miller,

The day to flnafy here one we've
long awaasd lor. Finance Club hrfa
CHICAGO, wa couldn't aak lor moral
Good Omaa wal share w«h Mends.
good food, good drink 8 run Juas'a
party got us paychad. wa thought
today would rawer come' Bus leevee
M six wfth keg on board, thto weekend wal never forget, so leave
behind your studass 8 cares, Oat
psyched lo have the beet time yet1

m BGfor 7 8 tOyr old In
ray home. 0:30 pm-1 00 am Mon-Frl.
Provtda own Irene Ph 352 5889 or
362-6613.

H

51 Which see: Abbr. ■

Saturday
Seturdey
Saturday
aeSarday

percent by volume, effective April 7.
The prohibition on all intoxicants
was not revoked until Dec. 6, but
Roosevelt signed the beer bill March
22. Immediately, the breweries that
limped through the dry days by selling candy, soft drinks and non-alcoholic "near beer" lurched into
production to meet demand.
Brewing-related industries also felt
the surge. Barrel makers and bottling
plants worked 24-hour schedules, and
trucking companies mustered all the
vehicles they could find for the breweries.

PETEBAMNER

OERPi TRtNETTI,
Whe'e year htaaih/t eW7

Abundanl oourco
Course tlbav
Mrs. McKlnlay
Uka undofground
plants
Boman ahMUdo
1
Madlclna man's
claims
Fan's cry
Asks: Abbr.
rsernovee
Snuffy Smith's
beiby
Glacier aide of
a hill
See 24 Across
Outfit
U
Six pt. scores
Succeeding
PunMrssby
lining
Caribbean cruise U
stop
Island In the)

3 Spatters
city
4 Nail polish
55 Dressed
temuvet, lor one 56 Unpollahed
5 rsrjueervotd utenell57 Draft animals
6 Author Lajaottton 56 Federal reserve
7Uaee,rnawsy
notes
8 About theblrde
50One,fo
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wunoerMnOar
10 Earth's ctroas
62 High, m music
11 Deteriorate
64 Mauna
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Daks Zets Stotersaupoort Oentos
ShhWlIC tor Bah) Queen She •
awraya a queen K> usl
■Done Smsti 8 Miauls MecLaan. The
house wi men you We ha- al Rush
but we're so happy that you've been
iill clad as Rho CN'a Oat paychad!
Love. The AX'S
HEY MAM ST., UPTOWN. SAM B'S
WATCH OUT,
OEBBJES LEOALH
NAPPY MRTHOAY E— OIANCHI
Love. Jim

TUCKER TYPING
Cohegkae. business, personal
Nsncy 352 0809
5th Year ■ Fuf ems service.

My Favorite Year

hours
hours
hours
hours

Friday
Friday
Friday
Frldey

•Paddy MurphyPaddy caasdi He sard he would he m
B O the) Friday to party wan some ol
his SAE brothers and the students ol
B.O.I

FRATERNITY RUIH
TOehXsHT

Mothers InsbateMsw as 119 95
Wei meet or beet any written eeti
mate Don! pay more1" Cal 354
1278 lot FREE eahmete! BO Muffler
Canter 11068 Boating Onsen Rd.

ManAudMSOw/D

\

362-4340

Al your typsvg needs

<
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■eta
■eta
■eta

USQ "VOTE ••USQ
OAIRO FOR PREStOENT
WA8HBUSH FOR VtCE-PRES
USQ "VOTE" USQ

saA-peja%efcaSYsaaaaaaaa1 BfcejeJaaieaeeaYaB eaM
"OttMaTewnEsI
rTwpeWeWOn

1007 N Main, BO

itva
Itss
BaS
that

LAURE McDEvrn-Cwigrstutotlona
lor being selected to the Pommerette
Squad lor the ttwd time OZ Lova.
YrjurSkaars.

Barb. Becky 8 Karen, Oh what s
week at IBM State University i Barb
you could be on your honeymoon it
you were xi the mood & woukjnt have
Bid Bo to BEAT m Backy-whaJ a
aurprlaa when the man witn the hat
stepped out ol me van1 Karen where
are you hom-Buttelo-fcrat ask me
kwuiiuw cause right now we're
eaSngkl' oh oh. oh oh. WrMehal wl
never ha the same-was' have to go
hack, but NOT on a bual Thsnks tor a
great aprtng break! Love. Luanns.

Specks rates BOSU students
Conversant appuarHiawits

600 happy hours
500 happy hours
600 happy hours
600 happy hours

Juee NeedhamCongrata on bang satoctad UAO
OVactor ot mini couraas. The akaars
are so happy lor you Love. The) AX'S.

L7TM
LF.C ALL-STAR h-BALL
kit PM ANDERSON ARENA
DON'T hhM THE ACTION

HI HI
PLANNED PARENTHOOD
M WOOD COUNTY

Thurs. April 7
Cish - Free
8:15 pm

BETA
BETA
BETA
BETA

ALL Loat A Found ertktee
■»■»■»■ bakes must ha okttmed
by April Sth or they win be
a» ha- season en April IHh
at the Charities heard
■KE AUCTION

TUTOmHO Basic Math. Algebra. Engash and Reerkng Cal sfler 0 pm
874-3349

DUEL IN
TBS SOI '

Jeff Carl. Earl. 8 Bob. Where were
you when our bue left? Jefl.l I bel yog
were tbdng the char si the gams
room pretty tough quarters game
huh? Cart-you ware probably oVjdging
cars on Ins beach aren't you (pad l
saved your ste? Earl who knows what
you might heve Been doing with thoee
Hosier caws! BoB-l can sM see you
•I the Plaza scrssmlng out unknown
anawers to win a bandana or hat.
Wei, wa aura menid haarsig
MICKEY al the way home! Thanks tor
the toughs 8 good times m Deytona
Lova. Luame PS Have a great 21 si
8 D Cadi

DM yea any raw Motet ax the
Naaar Ol intent Association Tuition
Raffle? Watch Or. Otsosmp draw
the winning ticket i lodar. Than..
As««T,all:WmthoFelcs«<'eNoet

Computerized lypkig. On campua.
e-per . 6 pgs. 1 og reeurne same
day service Al reaumea. papers on
request Perm, on one 2-3343.

mgk Films

HOMEMADE CAKE OONUTS
Desvered treeh finale weekend
Order by Aprl 16
Sea Pa* Posters

lets son

TONMHT LF-C.
ALL-FRATERNITY
RUSH
7:10— MO PM
sTUCSEMT 8EBVICS8 FORUM

Ctnau rstoe ere 40- per ara.sTjn rakl earn. eOCO TYPf 80- am par ad
Approximately 26 to 30 UCM par In*
CJuaPueVCTTY EVENTS Manga tor non-e
. puafc semes its in 1 aa aerated
ONCE k>lmm« leguar rate* eiereaher
en at 4 00 p.m. Fnaay el 4:00 pm a ma
kx al toaneja • 2 deya MR
deedaie lot the Tueadsy orjeon
caaaNd m are everetxe at tie M •

CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS

night signaled the beginning of the
end of Prohibition, which started in
1919 when "drys" pushed the Volstead
Act banning intoxicants through Congress.
As the Great Depression deepened,
the "wets" stepped up their campaign, arguing that open breweries
would shrink relief roles.
At Roosevelt's urging, Congress
modified the Volstead Act in March
1933 to permit the production, distribution and consumption of beer with
an alcoholic content of no greater
than 3.2 percent by weight or four

1
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